
⌘  � ↩  ↩  The same happened to keyboards. ⌫ In ear⌫ ⌫ arly typewriters, the key you pressed was the lever that caused the typebar to swing out of its basket and hit the paper.  properBut soon, that direct connection was split. ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - ⌫ ⌫ ⌥ - first throg⌫ ugh ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ electromechanically, then electronically. The typbars ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ebars were no longer moving to meet t⌫ paper as a dire⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ b⌫ as a direct result of your action. You pressed the key to alert something else to ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ing the key only to⌫ ⌫ served to tell something l⌫ else to get the typebar running.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ meetings↩  ↩  NOTE:↩  e⌫ e⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ depended⌫ ncies:↩  expla⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ people need to know what a typebar is⌘  i↩  Noit⌫ ⌫ t that the⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ The typebars ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ The typebars were to disappear⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ All of those disappeared s⌫ ⌫ , anyway: typebars first, paper second. Only the keys remain, and the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ now speak⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ causign⌫ ⌫ ng ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ imprinting ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ very ty⌫ ⌫ each keystroke ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ each keystroke 
now causing a ⌫ n electrical connection that gets sets⌫ ⌫ nts⌫  into software, ⌫ ⌫  and interp[re⌫ ⌫ ⌫ reted ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ your computer's c⌫ softwea⌫ ⌫ are. Most if⌫ ⌫ of this time, the softwea⌫ ⌫ are⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ANd, m⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ nd, most of that time, that sofwa⌫ ⌫ tware p⌫ decide ⌫ s to do exactly what a typewriter would, 
and to do it fast, so↩  mentin⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ come back afte ⌫ r writing about reaction timesthat thei⌫  illusionof ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  of typing is ocmplete⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ complete.↩  The key a⌫ ⌫  press an⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ press of a key and le⌫ ⌫ the letter appearing not being directly connected allowed us to do many impressive things. The key st⌫ ⌫ ⌫ strokes ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ keystrokes can be stored ⌫ , so there⌥ 
�  ]s no longer the need to retype anything. The keystrokes can be delayed ⌥ - a friend can y⌫ see your me⌫ ⌫ email, or a⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  or a ⌫ ⌫ your text message after you⌥ �  ]re done typing and editing,⌫ . The keystrokes can be moved ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ stored and moved, somethign ac⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ imes across decades and continents. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌫ They can also be duplicated, giving each one of us the powers only the 
people wh ⌫ o used Linotype had for many decades.↩  Evenw ithin⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌘  iwh⌫ t⌫ ithin ⌘  ione's computer, keystrokes can be maniu⌫ pulated. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  as ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  come back  a⌫ ⌫ after look⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ writing about TV Typewriter/T/semikgra⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ graphicssmat⌫ rt⌫ ⌫ ⌫ rter. They can become letters not visible , like that⌫ ⌫ ⌫ he [SYMBOL] on thek⌫  keyboardI found on my childhood computer. 
They can  madeb⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ y can be expanded with the aid ⌫ s ⌫ ⌫  of su⌫ ⌫ typing suggestions, or ⌥ [autocomplete.⌥ {⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ autocompletions ⌥ -⌥  just like Google helpfully suggests the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ search queries like yours ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ what ⌫ omw ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌫ ⌥ - ⌘  iomw⌘  i ⌘  zcan ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ can become ⌘  iOn my way! ⌫ ⌫ , and ⌘  ican ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ searches of people they came before you⌫ ⌫  . spellchecked in an instant, or  and If you so desire, you can custm⌫ omize every single key and made⌫ ⌫ ke it do something else ⌥ - TK programmers Cap s⌫ ⌫ s Lc⌫ ock if I write about it ⌥ - or switch the entire keyboard to presentThey can be made invii⌫ sible, ⌫ ⌫  as you're wirti⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ riting your password.typing ina new layout, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . Yo 
⌫ u can also↩  All of this can happen i⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ose permutations ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  custom⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ese can a⌫ happen in an instant.The power of today's computers and networks means a⌫ , for example Dvorak ⌫ ⌥ �  ]s, and ask ask all of your keys customize ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  i⌫ , ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , for example switch ⌫ ing ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the key labels no longer matching reality, but ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ .⌫ ,⌫ . ⌫ ⌫ , feeling exactly like⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ as m⌫ immediate and direct as the typewriters↩  Imagine t⌫ such freedoms in the world of typewriters, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  keyboards, combine and ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ nd where new letters meant bolting typewriters together, and a typo meant reaching for the new sheet of paper to start again. ⌫ also did before te⌫ hem ⌥ - with less fatigue and less noise. They can be encrypted, 
like Engi⌫ ⌫ igma did, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ to stay with ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ n⌫ only with us ⌘  x⌘  vand people we choose to ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ .⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ carefgull⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ully choose.basent fromabsent⌫ ⌘  bBut all of this comes with a price to⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , too. For each moment wher⌫ n a ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Because each moment e⌫ when a keystroke gerts⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ts moved from one place to e⌫ an⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , 
and usually , les ⌫ s maintenance,ess noise, and le.↩  other ⌥ - from your keyboard to your computer ,fro⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , from the operating system to your word processor, from one server⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ email server to another ⌥ -⌥  is e a⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a chance for someoen ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ne else to look at it.↩  ⌫  without you knowing.take ⌫  that keystroke and lookEnter the world of key loggers.↩  ↩  you don;'t⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 't need a keylogger 
/ Snedak⌫ ⌫ ⌫ akers / etc.///↩  ↩  ↩  of course mention softwareKey loggers ⌘  � ⌘  �  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  millions⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ↩  ↩  ⌘  V↩  the reviews↩  ↩  ↩  why?are le⌫ ittle ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  is usually a little device that you can plug in wha tif⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t if the keyboard ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  the same ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  V⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  V⌫ ⌫ ⌫ is the size fo a ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ of a cigrat⌫ ⌫ ⌫ arte⌫ ⌫ ette lighter,between your keyboard and your computer. It's 
in⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ s ⌘  xdevice⌫  ⌫ iniv⌫ ⌫ visible to software on your computer, and its dimunitive profile ⌥ - ⌘  v⌘  zit's smaller than a s⌫ cigarette  these days, key loggers are ⌫ ⌫ lighter ⌥ - makes it largertly ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ly invisible, period. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  in ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ close to invisible in the physical world, too. A key logger is ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ sits there, with one simple job ⌥ - ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ : to record ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  notice and record every single keystroke youm⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ you made.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ made on the keyboard it⌥ �  ]s connected to.↩  ↩  visiting the websites is a shady↩  ↩  modern keylogger soft⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  it a⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ revolution↩  it can also happen you ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ with screenshots, etc.S⌫ Some time later, the key logger ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  The key logger eventually gets removed and inspec⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌫ its memory inspected.↩  ↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , all of your keystroke laid bare in front of a⌫ someone else. s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ : your documents, your emails, your password, your credit card numbers ⌥ -⌥  anything you , the online pornogra⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ expressed in form of keys ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ you⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ that started with your keys touching your ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ fingers touching your keys.↩  [A]↩  ↩  [A] Modern key ⌫ lo⌫ ⌫  loggers can store millions ofkeyst⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  keystrokes, making the ⌫ m essentially limitless.⌫ THe obv⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ There are two main reasons for key loggers to exist.↩  The first one is obvious: ⌫ ⌫ . During the World w⌫ War 
II, t⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , the Allied TK forced ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ s⌫ es lied↩  ↩  dm⌫ omesticated⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ crfea⌫ ⌫ ⌫ eated a complicated system of ground loops TK EXPLAIN MORE AS I READ THE BOOK, to capture the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ and recreate the presses↩  corporate espo⌫ ionage⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ each press of a telegraph key, sending vital information in Morse Code in between TK.↩  ⌫  Military⌘  � ⌘  w⌘  nlegatl⌫ ⌫ lity of keyloggers↩  ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  
V⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ↩  ⌘  V⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  moral / ethical⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  �  ⌘  � Modern key loggers are the extension of taht ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ hat idea. ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ↩  s⌫ ⌫ spouse⌫ ⌫ : military espionage, corporate espionage, and domestication ⌫ , and↩  ↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . The captured ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ lo⌫ ⌫ keystrokes ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Knwo⌫ ⌫ owing what the keystrokes were and were not  TK⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the keystroks a⌫ ⌫ ⌫ es and the information they conveyed German stations ⌥ - especially without the enemy knowing ⌥ - quietly, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ discreetly, could be ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  helped in gather information and ⌫ , eventually, winning the war.⌫ ⌫  becomes ⌫ corporate espionage becomes .⌫ .⌫ M TK↩  Then, there is the second reason. Sometime in↩  review after writing about data 
processign and ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ng and Herman Hor⌫ lleriththe early 1990⌫ 0⌫ ⌫ 00s, the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Herman Hollerith, the gem⌫ ⌫ ⌫ German genmt⌫ ⌫ tleam⌫ ⌫ man we met in the chatp⌫ ⌫ pter TK about data processing, was frustrated with his employees⌥ �  ] productivity. He expected ever⌘  xHe ran Calculating-Tabulating-Recording company Company with the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a  t⌫ ⌫ typical Germanic exactitude,⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ precision, and ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ; he expected  everyone to be precisel⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ on time ⌫ , he s⌫ expected p⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  tthesaurus precise↩  precision↩  ⌘  � rigorprecie ⌫ ⌫ se answers, and he tolerated no slacking off. One⌫ ⌫ ⌫ One of ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  VB⌫ ⌫ Before Facebook ⌫ , a como⌫ mon way of killing time at work was reading⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ hgidi⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ dii⌫ ⌫ ⌫ iding in a lavatory w⌫ ⌫ , newspaper in hand.↩  nails 
in the Hollerith came u⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ So, one ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ S⌫ So, one way,⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Hollerith could not ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ To Holer⌫ ⌫ lerith, this was an affront so p⌫ severe, he decied⌫ ⌫ ded to modify the toilet seat⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ seats just a bit. He d⌫ punctuta⌫ ⌫ ated them with thick nails, but filed them with⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ to be smooth and unnoticeable. He then 
connected the naisl⌫ ⌫ ls ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ bottosm o⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ms of the nails to a magneto that ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ in his office. Combine this with a peephole installed in the restroom a⌫ ⌫ , adn ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ nd ytou ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ou already know wha⌫ en this is going: whereupon seeing someone starting to read a newspaper ⌫ , Hollerith would simply con⌫ mplete the cu⌫ ircuit, sending a ⌫ n electric shock towards an unsuspecting employee.⌘  
sThe idea of measuring and managing employee⌥ �  ]s performance has been with us for a while. Early ty⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Some early typewriters came with keystroke counters  built-in (an dt⌫ ⌫ ⌫ d⌫ ⌫ ⌫ and tamper-free)to measure productivity, back when productitiv⌫ y⌫ ⌫ y⌫ ⌫ vity can ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ould b emeasure⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ e measured simply by talling all the keystrokes. couting⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ nting⌘  � ⌘  ttalling off↩  
synonym for counting↩  ⌘  w⌘  � tallkyi⌫ ⌫ ⌫ yingkey presses⌫ ↩  ↩  TK Syll⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ully's story↩  ↩  /Moider⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ dern key loggers extende⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  simply ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ make this is⌫ dea more versal⌫ tile: you can still count the keystrokes, but you can also monitor ⌘  � ⌘  w⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  �  iof ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ f you wish. Youc an a⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ca⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  cana slo⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌫ ⌫  also  mino⌫ ⌫ ⌫ onitor the use of socia⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ employees↩  fraud↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � The⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Both of this strands: military⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ corporate espionage ⌫ And band employee monitoring ⌫ . B⌫ ⌫ s⌥ �  ]s⌫ ⌫ , but you axcn . Ycan ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ e use of Facebook, ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  c⌘  � As you can imagien⌫ ⌫ ne, b⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - ⌫ ⌫  ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ -↩  ⌘  V↩  ⌫ z⌘  � ⌘  � detect fraud ⌫ ⌫  ⌫ , ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . The very presence of a keylog⌫ ⌫ ⌫  logger can also act as a ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ canm ⌫ ⌫  als⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ may alsob⌫  be a ⌘  idettere⌫ rent⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ errent ⌘  i ⌫ ⌥ - if you disco⌫ lose its↩  ///↩  Visiting ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ If⌫ ⌫ ⌫ If that makes you feel uneasypresence, an employee can ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ goes the idea, the m⌫ employee with⌫ ⌫ ll behave beter, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ter, even if you don⌥ �  ]t ⌫ all this ⌫ ever look ath⌫  the keystrokes⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ strokes themselves., ⎋  ⌘  � ↩  fgarish ty`⌫ ⌫ ⌫ cololrs↩  typos↩  ↩  ↩  no timestamps, all detached⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ an emp⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  companys⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ↩  ↩  ⌘  V↩  It⌥ �  ]s discreet, and it⌥ �  ]s de⌫ iscrete. ⌫ ⌫ It can ⌫ ⌫ The e⌫ key logger is both discreet and discrete.⌘  x quietlythinkingidea↩  But the compnay⌫ ⌫ ⌫ any doesn't have to disco⌫ ls⌫ ose it.and if you can extend⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  a visit 
to a few key lo⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  sites a⌫ selling key loggers won't soothe your ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  z⌘  �  ze your worries. Typing ⌥ [key logger⌥ { into Gogol⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ogle ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  tkey logger↩  ⌘  � and then clicking on the results is like driving thor⌫ ⌫ rough a troubles⌫ d part of town.↩  Garish colors, typos, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Bad design, grasi⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ arish colors, typos, 
and a ⌫ ⌫ copious↩  ⌘  x⌘  xamounts of moral relavi⌫ ⌫ tivism.↩  Those webistes ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ sites are ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ sites are gra⌫ ⌫ arish design ⌫ , in ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � requal⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ equal parts,⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , suspicious grammar ⌫ ⌘  x⌘  x⌘  x⌥ [⌘  v⌫ ⌥ {⌫ ⌫ ⌥ - ⌘  c⌘  c↩  ⌥ [⌘  v⌫ O↩  Why do you need a key logger? ⌫  ⌫ ,⌥ { of cors⌫ ⌫ urse. That makes perfect sense. ⌘  x⌫ ↩  some⌫ ⌫ , I suppose.⌫ , although some of those things 
are unlike the others. ⌫ Another places ⌫ ⌫  goes ⌥ [⌫ ,⌥ [⌫ ⌥ { yes, go on, ⌥ [⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  i⌘  x⌘  x↩  ⌘  v↩  Another site goes stra⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ dispenses with most of the scruples. ⌫ ⌥ [⌥ {↩  ⌫ ⌫ ↩  This flip foll⌫ ⌫ ⌫ lopping continues. ⌫ ⌘  c A⌫ On⌫ ⌫ A k⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ↩  ⌘  V⌫ ⌫ ⌫ One places⌫  lists a number of i⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ One website lists some  ethicalamounts of ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ explains key loggng ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ing ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ging as four bullet points, all reasonable:⌫ But anotehr ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ her one ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌘  V⌥ [⌥ { ⌫ ↩  I know what you're thinking and n⌫ one wesite⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ biste is ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ site is aheadof ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  of you. ⌫  it claims in all ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a lot of capitalized lett⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ words, but ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ and the answer ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ↩  ↩  ⌘  V↩  ↩  $1⌫ ⌫ It can be yours 
by on⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ for only $199.↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ but the answer is ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ↩  In 200, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 0, FBI ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  t⌘  v↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  t⌘  v keylogging↩  ⌘  f⎋  ⌘  w⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  fkey↩  ↩  ⎋  ⌘  w⌘  w  ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ↩  nail ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ real na⌫ ⌫ answer is colored in 50 shades of gray.↩  rather than ⌫ ⌫  [Our]⌫ ⌫ [our]⌘  x⌘  z⌫ ↩  ⌥ [If you⌥ �  ]re suspicious enough⌥ { ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
]⌫ It is a strange defition of ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ nition⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Among the definitions of love, this one might ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  I heard, this i⌫ one might be the strangest. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ That's a curious definition of love. ⌫ And ⌫ t⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ which all seem r⌫ ,  now⌘  � 
⌘  � ↩  slippery slopeSome uses are legal ⌥ -⌥  mi⌫ onitoring you ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ in many Ameican⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  sttes ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ates and countries ⌥ - monitoring your child⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ l⌫  looking at your chidl⌫ ⌫ ld⌥ �  ]s activity, key logger minotirng y⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ onitoring your me⌫ ⌫ employees ⌘  � ⌘  �        ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  cwe archive⌘  v⌘  w⌘  =⌘  � Snowden⌘  
� ⌘  ̀ ⌘  ~⌘  ~⌘  ̀ ⌘  cweb archive↩  ⌘  v   ⌘  � and ⌫ , for example ⌥ -⌥  ⌫  ⌘  � ⌘  �  (with disclosure)⌘  � ⌘  w⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � but legal and mra⌫ ⌫ oral are ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ⌫ "⌫ "⌘  x⌘  x⌫ some not in all of them. At any rate, legal doesn⌥ �  ]t equal mra⌫ ⌫ oral.⌘  ind ,⌫ ⌫ , a⌘  i↩  the keylogger was crucial to intercepting⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � Among the publicized⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  Using ke ⌫ y loggers i⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Key loggers and their uses keep escalating, too. ⌘  V↩  ↩  ↩  The most publicized case of the 20th century of using a keylogger ⌘  � ⌘  � One of the↩  21 century⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a keylogger use t⌫ was when FBI tapped a computer of Nicodemo ⌥ [Junior⌥ { Scarfo, a reputed Cosa Nostra me⌫ ob⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  mobster. ⌘  � ⌘  � in use⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ↩  keylogger ws⌫ as called N⌫ magic⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Magic Lantern⌘  
� ⌘  }⌘  }⌘  � ↩  ///↩  TK more⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  sf`of⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ oftware⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  w⌘  � ↩  over⌘  xTK⌫ st collectingwt⌫ ith⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  fkey↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  ⎋  ⌘  {⌘  }⌘  }⌘  {⌘  {⌘  w⌘  }⌘  }⌘  {⌘  =⌘  =⌘  =⌘  -⌘  � ↩  ///↩  other keyloggers: lasers↩  a hardware + softwarecapturing over the wire ineffective↩  ↩  FBI's software ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ key logger was a key⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ logger was a key⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ one that was entire ⌫ ly made out of 
sofrtwa⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ tware ⌥ - a piefce ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ce of program hiding not in the back of the compuer⌫ ⌫ ter case, but somewhere on its hard drive among other programs⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ in its memory, among other programs. The ksytroke⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ eystrokes ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ collected keystrokes were not held in its mem⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ side⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , with the collected keystrokes send⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ carefully sent ///⌫ . The collected keystrokes were, once in a while, carefully sent out ⌫ ⌫ to another⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ an I⌫ FBI machine over the internet.↩  ⌘  � ↩  ⇠  FBI keylogginGg⌫ ⌫ g:↩  ↩  ⇠  ⇠  ⇠  FBI keylogging:↩  ↩  ⇠  ⌥ ⇢  ⌥ ⇢  ⌥ ⇢  ⌥ ⇠  ⌫ ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � Softeware⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ware keyloggers can be 
mad ⌫ e ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  tbreaking bad keylogger↩  ⌘  w⌘  � ↩  ↩  breakingm ⌫ ⌫  bad scene↩  sneakersJust like it's hard⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Just like it's hard to make a typewriter ⌫  keyboard made⌫ ⌫ ke things it wasn⌥ "⌫ ⌥ �  ]t supposed to, ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - ⌫ ⌫ ⌥ - but relatively easy to make ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  for the computer keyboard ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , to take on new roles and responsibilities ⌥ -⌥  so keyboard loggers 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ can software c⌫ keyboard loggers ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � become more ves⌫ rsatile in needed. Popular keyboar⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ packages, with names sucha⌫  as ⌘  � ⌘  � Personal Monitor PRO and ⌘  � ⌘  � All In One Keylogger, ⌘  � ⌘  � take screenshots ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ can take screenshots of your desktop, ⌫ and prices comparable to hardware keyloggers, c⌘  � ⌘  � capture mouse clicks, 
⌘  � ⌘  � remembercapture browser history ⌫ , and even use a webcam an⌫ ⌫ and microphone to take snapshots of you.⌫  doing ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ .⌫  as ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ .⌘  x⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ .↩  ↩  different than the ley⌫ ⌫ ⌫ keyloggers we talked about ⌫ . It At no point, FBI agent had to ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , a ⌘  v⌫ enter Scarfo's↩  Software keyloggers offices and plug in the ⌥ - the delivery of all of this was over the itnernet.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ it was delivered and m⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ over the It⌫ nternet. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a little device i⌫ at the back of his computerthe ey⌫ ⌫ keyloggerare ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Ironically, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Somewhat coutnerin⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ nterintuitively, softar⌫ ⌫ ware keyloggers are easier to detect ⌫ . A lo⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ A 
whole u⌫ bunch of ocmputer⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ c⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ra⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ A lot of computer security is based on the principle that the attacker cannot physically get access⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  physically get access to your computer. assumptionit sh⌫ ⌫ is hard for to⌫ ⌫  ⌥ -⌥  and, once they do, all bets are off. can be less effective and ⌫ C⌫ Much of c⌫ [B]↩  [B] That's why 
the most valuable ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ computers most needed ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  tair gap wikipedia↩  ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ in need of protection ⌥ - nuclear launch facilities, ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � military ⌘  � ⌘  � newtork,⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ tworks, financial computers ⌥ -⌥  are usually complete ⌫ ly disconnected from the outside world, leaving no chance fo ⌫ r internet ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � power plant⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ anyone to get to 
the ⌫ m ⌘  ivia ⌘  ithe Internet. ⌘  � ⌘  � This is no⌫ ⌫ known colloqually ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ iually  ⌫ as "air gap⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a⌫ ⌫ an ":⌫ air gap."⌘  � ⌘  � concept ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ,."⌫ ⌫ " referring th⌫ o the physical separation between ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ een the computers.⌘  f[b]↩  ⌫ But software keyloggers come with all ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ benefits, too. ⌘  i⌘  i⌫ ⌫ ⌫ are ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ can↩  ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � save keystrokes of the other person you⌥ �  ]re chatting 
with on e⌫ ⌫  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , ⌫ leave the realm of digital and ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . Software keyloggers can also leave the realm of virtual and come into the physca⌫ ⌫ ical world ⌫ ,⌫ ⌘  xThey can even ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Some of them can even ⌫ , ⌘  vleaving the realm of virtual, and cm⌫ ⌫ coming into the physical woprld.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ rld..⌫ 
⌫  meting⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ eting you↩  Which brings us to e⌫ the last catre⌫ ⌫ egory of keyloggers.↩  ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  tyoutue↩  youtube↩  sneakers keyboard↩   scene↩  ⌘  � ⌘   1pqass⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ass↩  █████████████↩  paypal⌘  � ⌘  v⌘  r⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � Looks like the G⌫ H↩  next to the L↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � onmnikey⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ mnikey↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  # ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ⌘  c⎋  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  I⌫ There is a ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ There 
is a scene early in the 1992 movie ⌘  iSneakre ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ers ⌥ i⌫ ⌘  icaper ⌫ .↩  ⌘  v⌘  z⌘  V[C] The ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x↩  ⌘  vIn a fantastic 1992 capre ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ er movie ⌘  xEarly within ⌫ ⌫ , there ⌘  i ⌫ is a scene⌘  i where our ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ our protagonists ⌥ - hackers, but f⌫ of the good kind ⌥ -⌥  are trying to↩  TK beter ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ter transition↩  The whl⌫ ole scene is pay⌫ ⌫ laye dfor ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ d for laughs.↩  Their method is 
rea⌫ latively simple. They put their ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a camera on the other side of teh bu⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ he building, equip it with a photo ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ telephoto lens, and simply watch someone⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ someone type. ⌫ [C] ⌘  x⌘  vget access to someone's files. ⌫ ⌥ ;↩  ⌫  Their method ultimately The team bickers over the layout of the keyboard ⌥ -⌥  ⌥ [H isn⌥ �  ]t next to the L⌥ { ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  #⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  #⌘  � ⌘  
#⌫ ⌫ !⌥ { ⌥ - and their method ultimately fails.↩  ⌘  x⌘  xTeh camera⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ he line of view is covered first and⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ by the person stan⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ lover ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ aot⌫ ⌫ nother pres⌫ ⌫ ⌫ erson, and ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ his office⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ outside of his someone⌥ �  ]shimeventually as two people engagen⌫  with behavior the tthat would make Herman Hollerith  officemad,  the kind of 
interpersonalcouplein the rooms⌫ shades are darwn ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ rawn and further ov⌫ bservation impossible.↩  ⌘  x becomes⌘  fcreativity↩  ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌘  v⌘  x⌘  fsnear⌫ kers↩  ↩  ↩  ///↩  countermeasures⌘  vBut if that scene is teaches ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t scene is ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ teaches us somethin,g ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ g, it's this: d⌫ something ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ imes you don't need a ph⌫ ⌫ hardware or software keylogger, you just need a 
little ingenuity.↩  Or, perhaps, with little i⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ingenuity, you can turn ⌫ ⌫  Othat can help yo ⌫ u turn anything into a keylogger.↩  ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � touch⎋  ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  t⌘  v↩  ⌘  w⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � And so, in 2011, two researchers described how to turn↩  ↩  cheap! ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ use a smartphone↩  You can watch sometim⌫ ⌫ ⌫ one type, or you can also ⌘  ilisten⌘  i. ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � Acoustic cryptala⌫ ⌫ nalsi⌫ ⌫ iss⌫ ⌫ ⌫ y⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  Evebn if⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ n if most keystroke ⌫ s sound exactly the same to all of us, i ⌫ t will ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ might not a⌫ to a microphone and crypt⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ cry⌫ ⌫ ⌫ software that knows what its doing. It ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ [D]↩  [D}  TK⌫ ⌫ ] Each key has a⌫ slightly different acoustic properties given it⌥ �  ]s physucally⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ically located in a different part of the ey⌫ ⌫ keyboard, 
and the keyboard case can ⌘  � ⌘  �  100ms⌫  This acoustic keylogger can detect ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ↩  ⌘  v⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ distinguish between ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ of each key⌫ [D]⌘  x↩  [D] Each key is physically located in a different part by natureof the keyboard, and can cause the keyboard enclosure to resonate in different ways.In addition ot⌫ ⌫ to its own unique propertiues⌫ ⌫ ⌫ es ⌥ - for example, a spacebar 
usually hjas⌫ ⌫ ⌫ as a b⌫ distinct ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ different sound than other keys ⌥ - or Enter ⌫ ve⌫ e⌫ , and even if it ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ it lasta⌫ s n⌫ only about 100ms,↩  verify↩  ↩   a keystroke is 100ms⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ one hundred millisecondsne tenth of a second, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ even if a keystroke⌫ th⌫ ⌫ ⌫ that's plenty of time to capture data for a computer.↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  s⌫ dictinary⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ onary⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  V↩  ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  
V⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  ⎋  ⌘  ̀ ⌘  ̀ ⌘  ̀ ⌘  ̀ ⌘  ̀ ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  tlaser↩  ⌘  � If⌫ ⌫ You can⌥ �  ]t use a microphone? ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ can⌥ �  ]t have access ⌘  � ⌘  }⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  {⌘  � If you don't have access to thje ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ e room to  install a microphone, you can do this remotely↩  ↩  papers and cnv⌫ ⌫ onferences at DF⌫ EFCON↩  cheapas using a ls⌫ aser microphone ⌥ -⌥  point⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . Pointed to a surface outside 
of⌘  � ⌘  }⌘  {⌘  �  the room⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  Infrare dlas⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ d laser ⌫ ⌫ a notebook⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Installed ⌫ , for example, outside of th r⌫ e⌫ ⌫ e room, and poioffice roo ⌫ m windownting at a laptop, it can be used to detect vibrations of the laptop ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � case case as the person is typing, and those vibrations can be translated into keystrokes. ⌫ ⌘  x[E][E}⌫ ] Most likely, an 
infrad⌫ red laser, so it⌥ �  ]s invisible ot the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ tot⌫  the naked eye.↩  ↩  A similar idea o⌫ is to use a smartphone le⌫ ying next to the keyboard.⌫ ,⌫ . Each modern smartphone is equipped with so⌫ ⌫ a sophisticated accelerometer and gyroscope, being able to detect ⌘  � ⌘  {⌘  }⌘  }⌘  {⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  �   ⌘  o⌘  � ↩  Two micropohnes⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ hones ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Installe⌫ ing two microphones can make 
your life significantly easier, as you can use the different⌫ ce in recording to triangl⌫ ulate the position of the key ⌥ -⌥  similarly as your cellphone stereo ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ resulting stereo tried⌫ s to figure out where it is by reaching out to a few satelliste⌫ ⌫ ⌫ tes and figuring out its position based o ⌫ n the distance to each one of them.GPS D⌫ ?⌫ ⌫ Yotiny movements used↩  However, with t⌫ right 
softrw⌫ ⌫ ware n⌫ to notice its rotation or in games. ⌫ ⌫ , your smartphone can start spying on you: lying on ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ next ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , ⌫ from your keyboard, nearby vibrationsand sending them outside⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  to the hackers to be t⌫ converted into keystrokes.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � apporoach⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ roach⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ usesTK power↩  Many of these approaches are imprecise, but that is ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ at⌥ ↩  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ often tt⌫ hat⌥ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ they don⌥ �  ]t have t b⌫ ⌫ obe .⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  be. Languages are messy ⌫ , and can ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ by their nature messy and redundant, and can lose a lot of information ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ many letters can be missing or misplaced for the message to come in clear.↩  Some let⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  The very QWERTY 
layout reminds us that some letters are more obviou⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ command, and⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ on ⌫ , and some less so ⌥ - that information can be used to ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ for reconstruction of messages.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ to reconstruct messages. ⌘  iHow⌘  i we type is a signal ⌫ , too, ⌫ ⌫ . There is a certain cadence and rhtyhm ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ hythm to typing. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , as t⌫ ⌫  that h⌫ 
can help⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ be used to predict what is being written with more accuracy. ⌫ Plus, l⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - just ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ↩  ↩  ↩  ⌘  V⌘  � ⌘  � running the keystroeks t⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ kes through a sepll⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ pellchecker can be enough ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ go far in↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � In a 2005 ⌘  � ⌘  � UC Berkley⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 2005, U⌫ ⌫  UC ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � UC Berkeley ⌘  � ⌘  � shared a press release ⌫ univeris⌫ ⌫ sity  
showing a following example:⌫ ↩  ↩  ///↩  abr⌫ straction⌫ . RTh⌫ ⌫ ⌫ The⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Listening to the keystroke ⌫ s rendered this text:⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ flawed text:and ⌘  � ⌘  � recording of  running it through keylogger softw⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ he custom key⌫ ⌫ ⌫ softwareHowever, ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Running it through spellchecker and a ⌘  � ⌘  � training module, ⌫ ⌫  redn⌫ ⌫ ndered this perfect 
text: ⌫ ⌫ [⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t text:[E]re⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ sulted in this perfect rendition↩  [F] Hilariously, the recovery ⌫ ⌫ er⌫ d text fixed some of the original typos of the k⌫ person k⌫ typing. ⌫ ⌫ F]↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  E⌫ Even your power socket can betray you.⌘  � ⌘  ̀ ⌘  �  Some keyboards generate enough fluctuatin⌫ ons in the power⌘  � ⌘  �  consuptin⌫ on that ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ mption that a k⌫ key⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ special keylogger attached to a power socket ⌥ - or a nearby power socket ⌥ - the one yu⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ power socket your computer is attached to.↩  ⌫ , ⌫ ⌫  lu⌫ ⌫ plugged in⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ to can gather in⌫ ⌫ enough information to recreate the keystrokes. (⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  strokes. (If not the same⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Even ⌘  � ⌘  � plugging ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ into a nearby⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌘  inearby⌘  i socket, for example in a next-door hotel room, can be enough, since they⌥ �  ]re all connected ot the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ to ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ to the same powe rline.)⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ r linme⌫ ⌫ e.)↩  I learned about all of the above from paper⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ acadd⌫ emic papers and security ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ prsentation⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ esentations at security conferences such as DEFCON. All of them were done on the 
cheap,⌘  x using off-the-shelf components. ⌘  vthe ,⌫ ⌫ , said in 2005, about t⌫ it Wh⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ -⌥  whcih means⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ hich means they ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a m⌫ ⌫ ⌫ more sophisticated,↩  more precise, and less visible versions of them are probably in ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ likely to be already in su⌫ ⌫ use the world oc⌫ ver. ⌫ ( about his acoustic keystroke method, ⌫ ⌫ ⌥ [⌫ ⌥ {⌫ ⌫ ⌥ -⌥ [⌫  ⌫ ⌥ - ⌫  such as 
laser pointers⌫ ⌫  or microphones⌘  x⌘  x⌘  x↩  ↩  ///↩  no such ingenuity↩  overlay keyboard  is often required⌫ ↩  carbon ribbon⌘  � ⌘  h⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  artifacts↩  ///↩  ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � The fact that computer ⌫ s and keyboards are becoming increasingly sophisticated can be used against them, too.↩  As one example, a keylogger ⌥ - One of the ke⌫ ⌫ hardware keyg⌫ loggers I learned about communicated ⌫ ⌫ s with↩  What to do once you ⌫ you 
by⌥ ; typing back to you. Once you removed ⌫ ⌫  it from the unsps⌫ ⌫ ⌫ suspecting Each keylogger can be a little ⌘  fsoftwrea⌫ ⌫ ⌫ are↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  �  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  z⌘  �  z⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ is,⌫  a small⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ tiny computer Since ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ in and of itself. person⌥ �  ]s ⌫ back of tmachine, you can plug it into yours.⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  ̀ ⌘  ~⌘  ̀ ⌘  ̀ ⌘  �  Then, you open a regular notepad or a text editor, ⌘  
� ⌘  � type in a ⌘  � ⌘  � secret command that would⌥ ⌫ ⌥ ⌫ ⌥ ⌫ ⌥ ⌫ secret password, and then ⌫ , magically ⌫ , this appears:↩  ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � 1) Download↩  Wecome to ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ lcome to you r⌫ ⌫ r keylogger.⌘  � ⌘  �  entire log↩  2) ⌘  � ⌘  � Download section of log↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � 3) Change password↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � 4) Fast erase and reset log↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � 5) Format memory chip↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � Enter selection ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � or any other ⌘  � ⌘  
� key to exti>⌫ ⌫ ⌫ it>↩  ↩  ⎋  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ n⌫ ⌫  This looks a⌫ like a simple menu ⌫ , burt ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t had aparticu⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  particularly astonishing m⌫ feature. ⌘  xdcouldneeded toopenedd⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ and typed⌫ . Within an instant⌫ , th⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t, thsi⌫ ⌫ is appears⌫ ed:↩  ⌘  x↩  It lookwed ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ed ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ s like asim⌫ ⌫ ⌫  simple menu with a reasonable set of ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ n ⌫ ⌫  set of options that 
makes sense under these circumstanes⌫ ⌫ ces, but th⌫ ⌫ what's the most surprising fact is: Your keyboard just wrote back to you.⌘  i⌘  x↩  ↩  typing to your boss saying ⌥ [you suck⌥ {It⌥ �  ]s an eerie feeling ⌥ - keyboard is supposed to be a passive device⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . K, controlled either by you or, in some other cic⌫ rcumstances, by someone awa⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a⌫ far away you gave permissions ⌫ .⌫ ⌫  to do so. But here, the 
keybo⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ keyboard is used by a machine.↩  ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  x⌫ ⌘  x↩  ↩  transparent↩  stilli ⌫ ⌫  i n⌫ ⌫ n use in prio⌫ sons⌫  itself.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t⌫  the computerOutside of the realm of the keyo⌫ loggers, there ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ keyloggers, And so, o⌫ gray ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ gray⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ keyloggers with they⌫ ir gray-area ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ neither-black-nor⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ and their t⌫ utility painted in different shades⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  shades of gray, exist tools and viruses are⌫ ⌫ ⌫ thai⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ where↩  Some of them⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  that are u⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ with ethica⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ of ethica⌫ s ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ both ethics and legati⌫ ⌫ lity much more resembling black, ⌫ ⌫ .↩  ⌫ ⌫ , ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ looking much more dark, toosl and⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ls and virsu⌫ ⌫ uses that pretend to be keyboards and type for you.↩  What is the⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the uses of that,⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  of that, you might ask? Sure, t⌫ a keyb⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a program could intercept your keyboard and write ⌥ [You suck⌥ { to your boss ⌫ , ensuring your ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ hopinfg ⌫ ⌫ g ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ g for your immediate termination. 
However, this would be ⌫ ⌫ ot b⌫ ⌫ hb e ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  be rather visible, and quite possibly not very efef⌫ ⌫ fective.↩  Most nefaruo⌫ ⌫ ious software would instead do something quietly ⌥ -⌫ ⌫ . ⌫ ⌫ ⌥  ⌥ -⌥  perhaps go to settings↩  ↩  ↩  virtual keyboard mouse with a and lower your computer's safety con⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ remove some of pretend it's you to guards ⌫ , perhaps go to a browser and put in a ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ go to 
a suspicious website (and then pretend to type⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t⌫ press Enter if the browser alerts you to smo⌫ ⌫ omething fishy going on) ⌫ , ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ v⌫  visitperhaps downlad⌫ ⌫ oad some malware and breeze through the security warnings.⌘  x⌫  Then, your computer would be ocmp⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  as it most often happens, your ocmp⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ compute ⌫ r would be 
compromised, and ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ wi⌫ ⌫ ⌫ without you have ⌫ ⌫ ing any idea.↩  What makes things more coplex ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ mple⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ mplex is ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ and dangerous, ⌫ ⌫  is that many devices↩  If you ⌫ ⌥ �  ]re using a wireless keyboard⌘  x⌘  vmice next to laptops↩  ↩  OSes are good?⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ exthe situation ⌫ are de facto keyboad⌫ rds, even if they don't reme⌫ ⌫ semble ones. ⌘  � ⌘  w⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  w⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  iFor convenience, a credit 
card reader is a keyboard withotu any⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ uit⌫ ⌫ t nay ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ any keys A , for example,⌥ - swiping a credit card generated ⌫ ⌫ s 16 keystrokes⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ sixteen or so keystrokes representing its number, just as if someone typed it m⌫ by hand really⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , really fast. This is done for convenience, ⌫ ⌫  ⌫ , as such a mechanism means you can use it very easily in all soft⌫ ⌫ rts 
of programs.↩  But yu⌫ ou might be surprised to know that mice can be keybo⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  to modern operating systems mice are keyboards, too. TK↩  ↩  TJK ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ K wy⌫ hyw ⌫ ⌫  wireless is better htan ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ tha⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ than physical ⌥ -⌥  doesn⌥ �  ]t alert, doesn}t ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌥ �  ]t know who you are↩  beautiful magic tricks↩  neaf⌫ ⌫ faru⌫ ious!This makes sense once you think of attach⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
keyboards you can attach see⌫  a ⌫ n ⌫ ⌫  ⌫ n extra⌫ ⌫ era⌫ nal⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌫ a separate⌫ to your computer that happens to have a trackpad in it ⌥ -⌥  or a gaming mouse witha ⌫ ⌫  a number of keys↩  visuals:↩  selectric↩  selectric bug↩  gmai⌫ ⌫ ⌫ aming mouse | ⌫ ⌫ + keyboard with a mouse?on it ⌫ . At ⌫ ⌫ ,⌫ ⌫ , ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ;l⌫  at some point it]⌫ ⌥ �  ]s easier for a computer to think↩  h⌫ Howefer,⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ver, what it 
means of a general category or ⌫ ⌫ f ⌥ iin⌫ ⌫ ⌘  iinput devices,⌘  i rather than worrying about precise categorization.is also that ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  ̀ ⌘  ̀ ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � [G]↩  [G] An alternative approach will be to type a lot of things really ⌫ , really quickly.is⌫ ⌫ , effectively preventing you from taking control of the computer. You will know something⌥ �  ]s going on, but recovery might take a while.⌫ a USB 
drive ⌫ n illicit ca ⌫ n↩  [H] Ths ⌫ ⌫ is techique ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ nique has been used t⌫ by ⌘  xpretends⌫  it⌥ �  ]s a keyboard and ⌫ ⌫  ⌫  wi⌫ ⌫ ⌫ with bad itnen⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ntentios⌫ ns it is⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , and either beocme a⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ come a keylogger, a⌫ or input some damaging keystrokes on your he⌫ ⌫ behalf.↩  [TK] ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  And⌫ ⌫ ⌫ And ⌫ , some of the te⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a number of the above properties ⌘  � ⌘  
� ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ tecn⌫ hniques ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  a few ⌫ can be combined into one. In one atta⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ A reseach⌫ ⌫ rcher once stra⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ put together a proof of concept attack, which included someone on their laptop. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ volved someone on their laptop. Laptop k⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ A laptop keyboard is integrated with the machine, which makes 
hardware keylogging⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ de hardware loggign i⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ng imp⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ keylogger impractical (there⌥ �  ]s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ .  aA software ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ A software keylogger was ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ The computer wa ⌫ s also no⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  not attached to the internet or a power port,⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ port⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
power, which made a software keylogger impossible, too. The ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ The owner being on the move ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ movign⌫ ⌫ ng quite a bit made↩  Howeer, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ v⌫ ⌫ ver, that person was any sort of audio or video recording impractical.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ impractical. itselfmeans it⌥ �  ]s impossible to use ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ edrendred⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ered impractical ⌥ - and so ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the same went w⌫ for 
audio or video recording, since the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ kept .↩  made it hard to imagine insert⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ stan⌫ lling ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ r. T⌫ t⌫ ⌫ ⌫  was imprt⌫ actical ⌘  z⌫ ,⌫ , or laser as it happens, the ower⌫ ⌫ ner kept ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the owner had⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ laptop ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the s⌫ s⌫ usingrarelypersn⌫ on uses a ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ d⌫ ⌫ d a i⌫ little wireless mouse ⌫ . portableThe traffic between the 
mouse dongle⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  little dongle inserted toc⌫  ac om⌫ ⌫ ⌫  c⌫ ⌫ ⌫  computer, and the mouse. mouse⌫  itself was not encrypted ⌥ -⌥  and since a keyboard,⌫  can be a mouse ⌫  t⌫ on how to compromise someone ⌫ ⌥ �  ]s laptop⌫ ⌫ Since a⌫ it⌫ ⌫  itplug inmouse is also a keyboard, ⌫ ⌫ soon the researches ⌫ ⌫ r was able to talk to the donbl⌫ ⌫ gle pretending it⌥ �  ]s a mouse and in⌫ ⌫ adding 
keystrokes. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , and sending k⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ea⌫ nough keystrokes to assemble a small program within the machine. As soon as the computer was connected to th einternet⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ e internet the program w⌫ downloaded a bigger, smarter sibling off of the itner⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ nternet ⌥ -⌥  ⌘  x↩  [H] TK ⌘  v[H]mouse, or a ⌫ ⌫ evena  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  a si⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌫ ⌫ ⌥ �  ]⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ and do whatevr ⌫ er⌫ ⌫ ⌫ er it wanted It was a glorious magic⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ s, co⌫ ⌫ magic complex trickwith the machine,⌫ .⌫ , from that point on, , to be earull⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌫ . Like many security ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ projects compromising⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ such projects, e⌫ it was ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  could be eqaull⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ually admired for its ingenuity, and feared for its 
consequences.↩  ↩  ⌫ /⌫ ///↩  ⌘  xOnf⌫ ⌫ ftentimes, ⌘  � ⌘  � things don⌥ �  ]tr hav⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ah⌫ ⌫ have to be complex.↩  Many of the spy movies told us ⌘  xoverlay keyboad⌫ rd⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌘  v⌫ ⌫  t⌫ ⌫ t ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x↩  /↩  ⌘  c↩  ⌘  v↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  ⌫ from the other list⌘  x⌘  v⌫ ⌘  x⌘  x↩  ↩  ⌘  v⌘  z⌘  z↩  ↩  ⌘  v⌘  c⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ↩  ↩  ///↩  ↩  selectric bug↩  ↩  ///↩  ↩  mm⌫ y story⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⎋  ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  ntwitt↩  ⌘   messa↩  ⌘  � ⎋  :⌥ () ⌘  � blick 6⌫ ⌫ ensderfer 6⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  I 
don⌥ �  ]t think so. ⌫ ⌫ ! I quickly forget.⌫ ⌫ ⌫  very quci⌫ ⌫ ickly.⌘  ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  r⌘  wgmail↩  ⌘  w⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  fcomplex⎋  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  fcomplex or↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌫ sophisticated ⌫  or credit⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ative.⌘  s↩  ↩  cover your keypad⌘  s⌘  c⌘  v↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  ⌘  bMAKRE SUR⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ E SURE THAT KEYLOGGER IS WORKING WHEN UPDATING⌘  x⌘  x⌘  xMar 6,2⌫  2017↩  XXX⌫ ⌘  s↩  ↩  TK n⌫ intro here↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ⌘  � ⇡  ⇣  ⇣  ⇣  ⇣  ⇣  ⇣  ⇣  ⇣  ⇣  ⇣  ⇣  ⇣  ⇣  ⇣  ⇣  ⇣  ⇣  ⌘  � I found one software 
keylogger whose source code was ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . IT⌫ ts source code ⌥ -⌥  the original instruction that make a program run ⌥ -⌥  was shared, so ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ and I inspected it first to make sure it doesn⌥ �  ]t ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ won⌥ ⌫ won⌥ �  ]t ⌫ , at some point, ⌥ [phone com⌫ ⌫ ⌫ home⌥ {⌫ ,⌥ { ⌫ ⌫ (⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ) ⌫  in the opensending my keystrokes to some faraway ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ to some faraway hacker.↩  Installing it in m ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ was difficult. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ as f⌫ difficult. My computer opposed at every single way, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ moment, knowing that what I⌥ �  ]m doing usually spells trouble. The browe⌫ ser labeled it ⌥ [dangerous⌘  � ⌘  �  ⌫ ⌥ { and showed it with a red triangle. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � a⌫ told me about it alongside 
a big red triangle My internetI have never seen before. ⌘  � ⇣  ⇣  ⇣  ⌘  � the keyloggerEventually, I had to descened ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ d to the basement of my operating system, rebooting it in a s⌫ ⌘  �         ⌘  � special mode, ⌫ ⌫ . ⌥ [⌘  �   ⌘  � Successfully disabled System Integra⌫ ity proMy computer displayed ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Protection⌥ { and, in between the lines, I read ⌥ [I hope you know what you⌥ �  ]re doing.⌥ {↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  �         ⌘  
� ↩  share screenshots from isntallat⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ nstallation + chapter⌘  �           ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � I had to hold Control to ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ whiel clickin⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ le clck⌫ ⌫ icking the icon, telling my computer I⌥ ⌫ m⌫ I⌥ �  ]m a big boy ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ready for this ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ which was a way to tell me⌫ y computer I am ready for this. 
⌘  x ⌘  v⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  I had all of k⌫ my keystrokes ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ had ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ had all ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ all o fmy⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ f my kr⌫ ey pressed ⌫ ⌫ s logged for a few months.↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  f████████⎋  ⌘  g⌘  f████████⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ↩  ↩  I saW my ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ w my home addresss⌫  ⌘  � ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  � ⌫ , credit card ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � It ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ It looked something like this:↩  TK↩  ⌘  � 
⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⎋  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫  there, many times. ⌫ ⌫ . ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - usually in the context of finding driving directions. ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  Fbring it home↩  ⌘  g⌘  c⌘  c⌘  c⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  v↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  ⌘  x⌘  v↩  ⌘  � ⌘  f⇡  ↩  ⎋  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  V⌘  z⌘  V⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ↩  ⌘  v⌘  � ⌘  ⌥ $⌘  ⌃ $⌘  � ⌘  tgmail.com↩  matt⎋  matt bOh my god, this is so weird.↩  ↩  ⌘  v⌘  � ⌘  ⌃ $⌘  � ↩  ↩  ⌘  v⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ee⌫ nded up with⌫  My ⌫ ⌫  ⌫ number appearaed 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ed a few times ⌘  � ⌘  Fjarre concert↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ , and my ⌘  � ⌘  � phone number as well.↩  ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  �  Here I am ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  In soem a⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ me cases ⌥ -⌥  like buying a ticket to a Jean Micheal ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ l Jarre concert, and then putting , all of the above ⌫ here, when I was ban excited mention of it in my calendar.↩  ↩  ⌘  v28398203211229144market⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ market⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Market210⌫ 
043212982⌫ [Z]↩  Z`⌫ ⌫ {Z⌫ ⌫ [Z] H⌫ Core⌫ rect ⌫ ing ⌥ [Concert⌥ { to say ⌥ [concert⌥ { was a nice touch and something I would definitely do.Thi⌫ ⌫ ⌫ In case you⌥ �  ]re weonder⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  c⌫ ⌫ ⌫  changed the atdd⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ddress, the phone number, and the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ my credit card digits for printing.↩  ⌘  xmodified⌘  v()↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  w⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  q⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  My passwords were also ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  many passwords were also here, shown as I⌥ �  ]ve never seen them before ⌥ -⌥  in regular text ⌫ , rather than asterisks or the ends of my fingertips.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ motions of my fingertips.⌫  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  F⌘  v↩  ⌘  g⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  �  seen⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌫  frighteningly⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ↩  ↩  ↩  Writing in Polish betrayed how many exra⌫ ⌫ tra keystrke⌫ 
⌫ okes↩  ↩  ⌘  v⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  v⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  �  were necesss⌫ ary just to get the resu⌫ ⌫ gular characters, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ letters ⌥ - many of them  TK↩  do people know I⌥ �  ]m p⌫ Polish at this point?↩  is this before ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ after Alt+S etc.?⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � an entire adventure↩  ⌫ ⌘  x⌘  vinput⌘  f⌥ s↩  ⌘  g Tie to Polish S story⌘  � ⌘  �  to my own computer↩  ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  som⌫ ⌫ ⌫ music↩  
↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ouse↩  ↩  keystrokes↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ↩  ↩  Making plans for a movie with a friend↩  ⌘  � ⌘  Fxxx↩  ⌘  c⌘  c⌘  � ↩  ⌘  v⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  z⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫  ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ↩  ⌫ ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ↩  ⌫ ↩   ⌘  f}↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  �  g⌘  �  g⌘  �  g�  ]⌫ �  ]⌘  g�  ]⌘  g�  ]⌘  g�  ]⌘  g�  ]⌘  g�  ]⌘  g�  ]⌘  g�  ]⌘  g�  ]⌘  g⌘  z⌘  �  z⌘  fsorry↩  ⌘  x↩  ↩  ↩  ⌘  v↩  ↩  ↩  I come back to this↩  ↩  j⌫ work opportunity 
(S⌫ Webstock)⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  tgmai↩  ⌘   messa↩  ⌘  � ⌘  w⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  [X}\⌫ ⌫ ]↩  {X} ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ [X} ⌫ ⌫ ] In ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ One of my early comptuers, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ uter,s the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ s, the same one I played ⌘  iLarry⌘  i on↩  ↩  touch type badly, came with a lock and a key. Pre⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Turning the lock and taking aw⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ would make th ekeyob⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ d⌫  disable any keyboar din⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ d input 
and I⌥ �  ]d do that often while g⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , g⌫ taking my key ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the kt⌫ ey with equipped  like many of its time,me to school to make sure my sisters would not use my computer without me. It took me weaks ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ eks to realize that in that era before passwords my⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , my sisters defeated my⌫ e ⌫ ⌫ y cunning scheme in the simplest way  ⌫ possible ⌫ .⌫  ⌫ : they reached for the mouse.⌘  
fbare↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  z⌘  �  z↩  You could see my writing ins⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ I could se emy⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ e my writing interspersed with ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌥ ;⌫ ⌘  � porn↩  exBut these are the things ⌘  x⌘  v⌘  x⌘  v↩  ↩  ↩  lsat ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ast key: Backspace TKsprogramming ⌘  zwouldn⌥ �  ]t⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  c⌘  � ⌫ .⌫ :↩  ⌘  v↩  ↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ er⌘  z⌘  �  z  ⌫   ⌫ ↩    ⌫   ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ↩  ↩  This was me writing about this very book. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ keyboard shortcuts⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ arrow keys, keyboard shortcuts, and other keys.⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ↩  ↩  ⌘  v↩  ↩  This was me practicing for a talk.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ eparing a slide⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ slides to⌫ ⌫ for a talk.↩  ↩  Sometimes, the patterns were unusual and it took a while.⌫ ⌫ ⌫  to figure it all out. ⌫ :"⌫  (⌘  �  means switching an ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ to a⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ less unusual↩  ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  fwiki⌘  g⎋  ⎋  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  v⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  f ⇡  ↩  ⎋  ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  v⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ <space>⌘  f↩  ⌘  g⌘  g<space>⌘  g<space>⌘  g<space>⌘  g<space>⌘  g<space>↩  ↩  This was me reading about George Michael ont he da⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  the day of his death:↩  The particau⌫ ⌫ ular example shows limitation of traditional keyloggers ⌥ -⌥  you can see only the keyboad⌫ 
rd portion of my partI could⌫ very well the s↩  [X}`]⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ]interactions w⌫ ⌫ , without seeing the many ⌘  � ⌘  f⌘  ⎋  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  � times I clicked ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � around, used a scroll wheel,⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ scrolled the page, or cl⌫ ⌫ ⌫ on links used my browser⌥ �  ]s navigation arrows a⌫ without touching the keyboard.⌫ ⌫ ⌘  xtells a similar story ⌥ - you can see that i 
used ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ I used ⌘  tab⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ cmd>�  a lot to switch between Icouldthe browser⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ he internet browser and the text messaging a-p⌫ ⌫ pplication, bu tI kn⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t⌫ ⌫ t I knew it only because I remembered it:⌫ .⌫ ⌫  in a language not served e⌫ well w⌫ by traditional QWERTY layoutand that includes⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ that includes ⌘  x⌫ made it here⌫ ⌫ ⌫ too. So did 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ around on the screen, memorized I epxecte⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ xpected ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ all the e⌫ things I expected to see. What I didn⌥ �  ]t anticipate is black-and-white proof how bu⌫ ad i⌫ fo a⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ of a typist I actually am⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  Ftypist sh⌫ ⌫ whiz↩  ⌘  F whiz↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  �  g⌘  F↩  ⌘  g⌘  c⌘  � , at some point↩  ↩  ⌘  v⌘  x⌘  � ⌘  � ⇢  ⇠  ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩    ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � one managing to mst⌫ ⌫ istype 
both "tping whiz" ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ typing whiz" and "Thanks⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ thanks" one after another:⌘  x↩  ↩  ⌘  v⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  It also didn⌥ �  ]t show ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  It also didn⌥ �  ]t show the many times the br⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the programs I used help me autocompleting my sentences, ⌫ ⌫ .edb ⌫ ⌫  by completingphrases ro ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ or ⌫  for me.↩  ↩  (This is ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ This is why some of the 
advanced software keyloggers include taking screenshots ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ing screenshots and options to takeextr⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ include your browsing history outside of keystrokes.⌫ )(There wre ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ er ⌫ e some i⌫ other interesting observations. , tooright And there were other things.↩  ⌫ ⌫  I forgot about.↩  Backspace and ⌘  x↩  ⌘  vits ber⌫ ⌫ rethern were in heavy use, for example m⌫ here⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ when I 
was working hard on a bad joke:↩  ⌫ , starting ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ing me in the face. I wasn⌥ �  ]t ready to watch myself look up an ex on  ⌫ a tough evein⌫ ⌫ ning. I wasn⌥ �  ]t ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t was hard insecurity⌘  x↩  ↩  Or just complaining about a caf⌥ ee ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ company at a nearest caf⌥ ee:↩  ↩  ⌘  vto see ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � a few pornography searches on a day I felt particularly lonely.⌘  x⌘  x⌘  v↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  ⌫ Here it was, a 
letter of me rejecting a jo⌫ ⌫ speakin⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ job opportunity ]⌫ ⌫ , typed in but never sent. (⌫ ⌫  I forgot all about it. I took the gig and itw ⌫ ⌫  was one fo⌫ ⌫ of the things I did there was ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ that year which made me most prod⌫ ud. It w⌫ ⌫ ⌫  was ⌘  xEventually,⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ forgot I was just a few keystrokes e⌫ away from this never happening.of my own k⌫ , also ⌫ Here⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ There was 
also an apology⌫  I worked har ⌫ d on⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ that took a few tries to get right:⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ⌫ . I started with:↩  ↩  Then I deleted it all and started anew,⌫ .↩  ↩  And then again:↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ I ended up sending this:↩  ↩  What the log doesn⌥ �  ]t show is ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t ⌫ ⌫ ⌥ �  ]t show ⌥ - its ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ all of the keystrokes just ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ sitting there without 
timestamps, without ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ and without any context ⌥ - ⌘  xWith a⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , what the log doesn⌥ ⌫ ⌥ �  ]t⌫ ⌫ doesn⌥ �  ]t show is that it took me hours to ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ me hours to finally arrive at an apology I wanted ⌥ - and ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ .↩  ⌘  x⌘  v↩  What it d⌫ also doesn⌥ �  ]t ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ s ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ wanted. Somewhre ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ere r⌫ else, i⌫ among the casual 
nter⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ internet browsing and texting friends, here it ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ there it was, ⌫  ⌫ , too, ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ y. I t⌫ ⌫ t was ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  v↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌘  c⌘  fcountermea↩  ⌘  g⌘  v⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌘  v↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ / ⌫ ⌫ . might ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ isA⌫ ⌫ B↩  ⌫  Which brings us to the last↩  ↩  sticky note: o⌫ note to move this right above Bak⌫ ckspace?key we need to talk about:corrections⌘  z⌘  �  z⌫ .backspace⌫ 
ing⌘  x↩  ⌘  v⌘  x⌫ ⌘  z⌘  vIn the way, I was w⌫ more ready to imagine asm⌫ omeone seeing my password, or my credit card number. ⌘  x⌘  x⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ -⌥  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . TK insecurity↩  see⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ti⌫ y⌫ rying to impress osmeo⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ someone by the si⌫ ⌫ time spent⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌘  x↩  ⌘  v↩  TKtoday doesn⌥ �  ]t product⌫ e any I⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ny ar⌫ ⌫ external artifacts ⌥ - Rewriting things ⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌘  z⌘  zno pieces of eraser, ⌫ ⌫  crumbsno 
crumpe⌫ led pieces of paper lying around ⌫ . Some sof⌫ ⌫ ⌫ word processors offer revision hsi⌫ ⌫ istory as an option, but it⌥ �  ]s far away, only then when you need it.↩  ⌫ ⌫  The⌫ ⌫ ⌫ T⌫ My own ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ keylogger reminded me how tough it is to just write.⌥ ;⌘  x⌫ ⌫  c↩  ↩  Or even writing this very chapter:↩  ↩  TK no Wite-Out,  contan⌫ in⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ bottlesold bottlesof ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  of ⌫ ⌫ re⌫  / ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  
� ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , or what was in the clipboard as I was copying and pasting things around.⌘  s⌘  i⌘  i⌘  x⌘  x⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s⌘  x⌫ ⌘  ffbi↩  ↩  ↩  ⌘  v⌘  s↩  Many of the ATM machines tell us to cover our hands t⌫ ⌫ ⌫  with the other⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ typing hand so that the other one doesn⌥ �  ]t ⌥ - even if they remain⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ with the other one, 
so that people cannot se ⌫ e our PIN.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ combination. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ PIN combination. ⌫ ⌫ Mtelkl⌫ ⌫ l that for a keypad entry ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ common⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  single-use ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ secret-are key⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a keypad a⌫ entry ⌫ can be inspectd ⌫ ⌫ ed for fingerprints or wear-⌫  adn te⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ nd tear to see⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  to see which keys are most⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ wree ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ere most commonly used ⌥ - ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , and for the right combination to be guessed with more certainty.↩  However, an e⌫ ⌫  easy solution ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ingenious solution is to⌥ ; add⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  add a keypad ⌘  ion top⌘  i  for both ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ to capture eitherotehr⌫ ⌫ ⌫ her of that ⌘  i⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the orign⌫ inal keypad, looking exactly the same.↩  IT⌥ �  ]⌫ ⌫ t⌥ �  ]s a keyboard that⌥ �  ]s also a 
e⌫ keylogged.⌫ ⌫ r.⌫ ⌫  ⌫ and ⌫  in one packe⌫ age. ⌘  fkeylogger↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  fkey logger↩  ⌫ ⌫ l⌘  g⌫ ⌘  g⌫ ⌫ l⌘  g⌫ ⌘  g⌫ ⌫ l⌘  gA⌫ K⌘  zbe ⌘  g⌫ ⌘  g⌫ ⌘  g⌫ ⌫ l⌘  g⌫ ⌘  g⌫ ⌘  g⌫  TK la⌫ egal⌘  g⌫ ⌘  g⌫ ⌘  g⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌘  g⎋  ⌫ ⌫ loge⌫ ger⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  twiki keylogger↩  ⌘  w⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ , quietly capturing the keystrokes until it⌥ �  ]s removed. ⌫  ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - and a pretty cocky one ⌫ , too, sitting out there in the open instead of quietly attached 
to the back of the computer.⌘  x⌫ Another way to collect keystrokes in the older ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ days before computer was to reach out to the i⌫ unwilling middleman unwitting⌥ - the typewriter reabon⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ibbon. While cloth ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ fabric ribbons ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ early fabric rei⌫ ⌫ ibbons were ⌘  � ⌘  tcarbon ribbon↩  ⌘  fcarbon ribbon↩  ⎋  ⌘  c⌘  � ↩  ⌘  Vinked (sometimes by hand) and reused over and over 
again, later generation sin⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  carbon ribbons were⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ relied on transferring ⌘  � ⌘  � carbon ribbon⌘  c⌘  c⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫  were rea⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ⌘  v⌘  z⌘  Vjust min⌫ ⌫ ⌫ thin rolls of carbon papers.↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ re⌫ very similar in nature to ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . Thoe⌫ se carbon ribbons resulted in a much sharper look, similar to printing⌘  z⌘  �  z⌫ much closer↩  ↩   to printing black, r,⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ darkthan an⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
.veryclose↩  But those ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ⌫ ⌫ ↩  .⌫ ̀ ``⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ e tri⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ribbon could only be used once, ⌫ that type of ⌫ the carbons⌫ ⌫ , ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - they were called ⌥ [one-trip⌥ { ⌘  � ⌘  � or ⌥ [single-pass⌥ { ribbons ⌥ -⌥  and ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ as a result, ⌘  fvisual↩  ↩  single pass ribbon⌘  z⌘  �  zit was eas⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ they became something of a e⌫ keylogger themselves. ⌫ ⌫  ⌫ . If you ca⌫ ⌫ got a hold of a ribbon like this, you 
could see exactly what we⌫ as typed in a⌫ sequence. It wasn⌥ �  ]t uncommon for ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ for company trashcan ⌫ s to be raided ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  tcarbon ribbon ⌘  � ⌘  fribbon↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  �  g⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  ̀ ⌘  ̀ ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  z⌘  �  z↩  ↩  ⌘  V⌘  x⌫ ⌫  companyin search for ⌫ companies who were not careful  company⌫  information ,that companies who were less careful with t⌫ ribbon disposal saw thei r⌫ ⌫ r trashcans raided in seach⌫ ⌫ rch for 
information.⌘  x, as the absent ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  TK explan⌫ in⌫ ↩  Or, at least in one p⌫ case, carbon ribbons helped with ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t⌫ ⌫ to capture a sophisticated check forgery ring. Milkwayy⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ waukee S⌫ Journal Sentinel The reporter ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ d in⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ed in Ve⌫ ⌫ November of 1998 about a ribbon being ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ provi⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ that prvi⌫ ⌫ ovided incriminating evidence:.⌫ ⌫ ⌫  (⌥ ;) 
Haysed⌫ ⌫ ⌫ es an⌫ ⌫ surrendered to authorities lsat week. Hayes and Jefferson face prison terms totaling up to 90 years if they are coniv⌫ ⌫ vinced of all the charger⌫ s..the quality of proper ⌫ ↩  Using a ribbon like this resu⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ gave the appearance of typed characters on the page so dark and sharp, that words looked very close to printing.↩  ⌘  x⌫ re was a price. C⌫ ⌘  s⌘  x⌘  x / ⌘  v⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  w⌘  w⌘  tgmai↩  
⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  t⌘  v↩  ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ⌘  c⌘  � ↩  ⌘  V⌘  � ⌘  fdiscred⌫ tion⎋  ⌘  c⌘  � ↩  ⌘  V:⌫ , a 19th-centr⌫ ury ⌘  � ⌘  � Massa⌘  � ⌘  � chusetts politician, ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ M⌘  � ⌘  fnever wri⎋  ⌘  � who one⌫ ce said ⌫ ⌫ ⌥ [⌫ ⌫ ⌥ {↩  ⌘  � ⌘  tsecurity measures and countermeasures↩  ⌘  � Fr⌫ or every measure, there is a countermeasure.↩  ⌫ last↩  ↩  software keyloggers↩  hardware keyloggers: anit⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ : anti keyloggers and OSs⌫ es safety of the office↩  autiro⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ditory: ⌘  x ⌫ ⌘  v ⌘  ⌥ - ⌫ ⌥ - or shut ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ for visual: shut yourb⌫  blinds↩  embasse⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ power supplies↩  ↩  ⌘  x⌘  v↩  ⌘  x⌘  v↩  version: use biometrics, etc. ⌥ -⌥  although they come with a prise⌫ ⌫ ce⌘  x↩  GO THROUGH THE ABOVE IN ORDER↩  carbon ribbons can be t⌫ destroyed (later ones)⌘  z⌘  �  z↩  mouse to type and copy and paste⌘  x⌘  v↩  ⌫  instead of passwords⌘  fcredit card↩  ⌘  g(Consequcen⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ences can 
be dire, but it⌥ �  ]s ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ those industries.) ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a re prepre⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  are ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a re ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  are prepared._) ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ) ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ⌘  x⌘  v↩  ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x↩  ⌘  vrevert to those⌘  s↩  after snowden rel⌫ velations⌘  s⌘  x↩  ⌘  v↩  ⌫ ̂  tech version of this:⌘  s⌘  #⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ↩  ↩  ⌘  v⌘  z⌘  V⌘  z↩  ↩  ⌘  V⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  nmiracle on a hudson↩  ⌘  � ↩  ↩  miracle⌘  x↩  ↩  ↩  ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌘  v⌘  z⌘  � ⌘  � On January ⌘  
� ⌘  � 15, 2009, ⌘  � ⌘  � the Ud⌫ ⌫ Hudson River, a narrow body of water ⌘  � ⌘  }⌘  � emptying⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌘  � ⌘  � ending its run ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ on the west side of Manhattan⌘  � ⌘  thudson river west side manhattan↩  ⌘  w⌘  � to received an unusual visit. Typically, ,⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Typically, the river ⌘  � ⌘  � sees ⌘  � ⌘  thudson river ne wyor⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ w york swimmers↩  ⌘  � cruise ships, feeri⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
rries, water taxis, an ⌫ d an os⌫ ccasional cargo ship reminding of New York Port⌥ �  ]s days of glory.⌘  � ⌘  tnew york port↩  ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ . ⌫ welcomes⌘  z⌫  ⌥ - not to mention ⌘  � ⌘  � an occasi⌫ ⌫ ⌫ once in awh⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , once i ⌫ n a while, aonal swimmer enjoying the views and a strong current. However, ⌘  � ⌘  {⌘  {⌘  � on that ⌘  � ⌘  twhich day january 15 2009↩  ⌘  w⌘  � Thursday afternoon, ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  xI am the waters 
of ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  V↩  by an ⌘  � ⌘  � Aribu⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ irbus ⌘  � ⌘  � A320 ⌘  � ⌘  }⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � pass⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ jet plane. ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  {⌘  � ⌫ ⌫  with 155 people on ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ aboard.the astonishedd⌫  observers ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the stoni⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ astonishes ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ visitors⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ observers in both New York and New Jersey↩  ⌘  � ⌘  }⌘  }⌘  }⌘  
fcurrent↩  ↩  ↩  ⌘  {⌘  {⌘  {⌘  }⌘  � predictableo t⌫ ⌫ n the shores of⌫ ,⌫  weren⌥ �  ]t prepared to see an⌫ ⌫ a swimmer expectingof a different kind: ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  I ⌫ ⌥ �  ]m talking, of course⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ I am talking, of course, about ⌥ [the miracle on the Hudson,⌥ {↩  where a bird-stricken plane needed to abort ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ be ⌘  � ⌘  � brou⌫ ⌫ ought back to ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ and engine-  ⌫ ⌫   ⌫ ⌫ failed plane ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  plane needed the passenger plane ju⌫ ⌫ which just departed ⌘  � ⌘  {⌘  � from the LaGuardia Airport needed to be↩  ↩  Sully⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ↩  ↩  witho⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ anyone getting seriously hurtbroguth bac⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ught back to earth after its engined were struck by a flock of Canadian geese. ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a geese during ascent.⌫ s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ shortly after takeoff⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ing  The ditching ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ It only took ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  f3.5↩  3⌘  � ⌘  tunicode vulgar 1/2↩  ⌘  c⌘  w⌘  � ⌘  V minutes from the bird strike ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ collision to the ditching, and the entire ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  xcol⌫ ⌫ ⌫ stri⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ colliding with it⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ flew into its engines 
strke⌫ ⌫ ikethe ⌘   3.5*60⎋  ⎋  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ each ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . Each and every one of these 200 seconds stands as an exemplary⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ↩  ↩  National ⌘  � ⌘  � Transporat⌫ ⌫ tation ⌘  � ⌘  � Safety oard⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Board hailed is⌫ t as ⌥ [⌘  V⌥ {⌫ ⌫ ⌥ { to the cam⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ↩  to the t⌫ cam⌫ ptain, ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ↩  movie and↩  heroic⌘  � ⌘  � Chesley ⌥ [Sully⌥ { Sullen⌘  � ⌘  � berger and ⌘  � ⌘  � the rest of the crew. 3⌘  
� ⌘  � ⌘  V⌘  z⌘  � ⌘  T⌘  c⌘  w⌘  � ⌘  V⌫ ⌫ , and `e⌫ ⌫ ⌫ eprecious testiment to ⌫ ⌫ skills and levelheadedness ⌘  � ⌘  tthesaurus levelheadness↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � judgment of the plane⌥ �  ]s⌫ , The plane dit⌫ ⌫ ⌫ met Hudson River and stayed aflot⌫ at in an ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  }⌘  � in an unprecedent ⌫ ed maneuver this size ⌘  � ⌘  fwter⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ater↩  ⎋  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � making an unpowered ditching was ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . Nobody got seriously hurt. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ,⌥ { and the heroics ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ l⌫ composed heroics of ⌘  � ⌘  tdefine heroics↩  ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ e heros⌫ ism ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Sully⌘  � ⌘  tdefine heroism↩  ⌘  �  ⌫ ⌥ �  ]s heroism without heroics was↩  ⌘  x⌫ ⌘  x⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x↩  ↩  ⌘  v⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x↩  ↩  TK↩  ⌘  V⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  w⌘  � ⌫ soon ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ No one on board or on the ground⌫ 
was⌘  x↩  ⌘  v⌘  x↩  ↩  ⌘  v⌘  sTK↩  While Sully deservs al⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ es all the praise⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ d all the praise, a year later a TK writer William Langewiesche,⌫  pointed out two ⌘  � ⌘  � � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  }⌘  flangew⎋  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ two lesser ⌫ -known hjer⌫ ⌫ ⌫ eroes of the sotry⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ tory. The first was engines, ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  The second? The plane⌥ �  ]s fly⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ : The ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ the plane⌥ �  ]s fly-by-wri⌫ ⌫ ire system.carefully tested ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ an⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ routinely and expensively tested against bird strikesat a t⌫ great cost so that they remain operational or, if unable to do so, shut down peacu⌫ efull⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ with relative col⌫ ⌫ alm without [0]↩  ↩  [0]  throwing sharpnel all ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ explosion or throwing e⌫ shar⌫ 
⌫ rapnel ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ dingThe second unsung hero? T⌫ around htem.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ them.The tests are done using ⌥ [chicken guns⌥ { actual⌫ ,⌥ { where a dead bird or a ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ its ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  its sys⌫ nthetic equivalent is shot at a running engine firedat 250 m⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  tchicken gu⌘  afly by ⌘  amiracle hudson langewiesche↩   ⌘  f250⎋  ⎋  ⎋  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  �  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  V⌘  xusing a ⌘  v 250 miles per hour. In ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  V ⌘  xthe case of 
Flight 1549, Canada geese that struck the plane were heavier than the ⌘  � ⌘  }⌘  }⌘  }⌘  {⌘  {⌘  {⌘  {⌘  fpounds↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � maxium ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ mum weight 8-pound of the birds using⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ed for testing.⌫  and ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ .⌘  x↩  ⌘  v⌘  f[0]↩  protagonists⌘  � ⌘  tthesuarus hero↩  ⌘  w⌘  � ⌘  z⌘  x↩   for his focus ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ focus⌘  x⌘  x [movie]↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x↩  ⌘  v⌫ ⌫ ⌫ over⌘  cIn the earl ⌫ y airplans⌫ ed,⌫ ⌫ s,↩  ↩  ⌘  v↩  ↩  wrtight ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ight brothersthe 
flying surfaces such as ⌘  � ⌘  tflying surfaces plane↩  ⌘  � flight control⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � such as elevators, ailerons, and ⌘  � ⌘  � rudder, were directly connected to pilot⌥ �  ]s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the stick and the pdeals ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ edals in the pilot⌥ �  ]s cockpit. THe connections were made using hydra⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ mechanical and hydraulic links, which were heavy and prone to r⌫ breakage.↩  allowing the ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ thep⌫  pilot to control ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ alloiwn⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ giving ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌥ - ⌘  z⌫ h⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ every⌫  since the Wright Brothers⌘  � ⌘  twright brothers↩  ⌘  w⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ↩  ↩  go back to cactus↩  With the advent of more and more powerful compuiter⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ters, anyo⌫ ⌫ other idea emerged. Whjat if we disconnected the direct l⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ose links? ⌫ Perhapsh 
disco⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ps disconnecting these links ⌥ - an idea as frightening as it was ⌘  � ⌘  tthesaurus cocky↩  ⌘  � that to many felt f⌫ as arrogant as it was frightening ⌥ -⌥  an⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ aoppp⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ pproachA⌫ What about⌫ , connecting↩   the stick and pde⌫ ⌫ edals to the computer, and letting the computer control the flight ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ plane? ⌫ ⌫ This was an⌫ ↩  ⌫ . ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ And yet, since the 19780⌫ ⌫ 0s ⌫ 
, more an d⌫ ⌫ d more airplanes eschew the mechanical connections and oedpted into simple electronic  through actuators mounted close to the surfaces⌫ ⌫ ⌫  started ing⌫ ⌫ ingwires ⌫ ,⌫  ⌫ . Fly by wire⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ -⌫ ⌫ -by-wire ⌫ , leading into the nae⌫ me⌫ f⌘  i⌫ , ⌘  ubi⌫ ⌫ ⌘  b⌘  ibut ⌘  b⌘  u⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . ⌫ ⌫ , explaining ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - ⌫ ⌫  which⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ /⌫ .↩  The idea⌘  i of having no physical 
connection notion of having no physical col⌫ nnection was Early fly-by-wire↩  A bette ⌫ r ⌘  iname might be ⌘  ifly-by-cmp⌫ ⌫ omputer, ⌘  ior even ⌘  ibl⌫ ⌫ fly-by-computers. ⌘  i↩  negotiationEarly ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  iEarly planes provided mechanical backup, but later on it was ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ut t⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ it turned out ther⌫ y}re ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌥ ]re ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌥ �  ]re not really  in case the ca⌫ o⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ so⌫ ⌫ ⌫ something went 
wrongmore complicated than helpful ⌥ -⌥  it⌥ �  ]s easier to have multiple co⌫ ⌫ wires, mul⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  and multipled and safer ⌫ ⌫  computers ⌫ , ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ,, and  a ⌫ ⌫ a⌫ ⌫ a protocol on what to do if they happen to disagree with one another.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌫ Flying with a help of a computer↩  ↩  autopilot constant⌘  x↩  ⌘  vhelp pilots to ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ↩  ↩  negotiation↩  oppose. makes the plane lighter and safer. I ⌫ t sIt allows 
limitation⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ pressure on the computerthe computer to take care of th⌫ ⌫ some of the minutiae of flying, such ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . It also ⌫ , especially in the military realm, ⌘  � ⌘  tspace shuittle bric⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ttle brick↩  ⌘  fflying brick⌘  g⎋  ⌘  fwire↩  ⎋  ⌘  � allows to make the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ create planes that are ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ would be unsatbl⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ table without the help of onboard ⌘  x are 
more performant, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ better in any way, a⌫ but mosts ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , safer, and easier to maintainalrogit⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ gorithsm ⌥ -⌥  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ms ⌥ - such as a⌫ the fames F-117⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ d F-117, looki⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ with its angular cockpit looking more like ⌘  � ⌘  tf-117 it cannot fly↩  ⌘  fcan't fly⎋  ⌘  w⌘  � a paper airplane than a real one.⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  tf-117 wikipedia↩  ⌘  �  stealth 
airca⌫ raf⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ airplane⌘  x⌫ aerodi⌫ ynamically ⌘  c⌘  v⌫ ⌫ at a cost of being ⌫ constant↩  Fly-byw⌫ -wire ⌘  c⌘  v al⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , ⌫  cedes some of the minutiae of flying, allowing th epil⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ e pilot to focus on  more important tasks⌘  x It ⌘  vpermitsdesg⌫ igningthe plane to feel the same ⌘  xregardless of wht⌫ ether its empt ⌫ y or filled to the brim ⌫  with cargo or passengers⌘  x⌘  x⌫ ⌫ It comes ⌫ ,⌫  ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ es with ⌫ ⌫ a lot of pressure on getting the alr⌫ gorithms software of the computers right, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ flying ⌫ and a lot of conversations on who⌥ �  ]s actually flying the plane if the plane is, effectively, on constant autopilot.⌘  x⌘  x many dev⌫ bates⌫ about⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  Fly-w⌫ by-wire gave us the Space shuttle⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Shuttle ⌫ [1]↩  [1] Colorfu⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Described as ⌥ [flying the brick⌥ { ⌫ 
Landin ⌫ g the Space Shuttle back on earth was d⌫ ⌫ , ⌫ ⌥ { despite the help from comptuers.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ puter.s⌫ ⌫ s.even withof⌘  f[1]↩  , ⌫ ⌫  and drones.]⌫ ⌫ .also gaves⌫  ⌫ ⌫  us  immense to do the right thing⌘  x(The modern computers can in⌫ gnore p⌫ the pilot⌥ �  ]s inputs ⌫ ; the relationshp⌫ ip is complicated, the⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ;⌫  ⌫ . The ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ M⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  fi⌫ ⌫ if need be; pilots cannot ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the pilot cannot disconnect the computer. On the other hand, the computer is programmed to undersa⌫ tand what pilots ⌫ ⌫  wants ⌫ .)⌘  x↩  ⌘  V⌥ [⌫ Y⌫ ⌥ �  ]⌘  x⌘  v ,⌥ { pilots said abotu an ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ut an early fly-by-wire mi⌫ ⌫  im⌫ ⌫ military⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ y fighter, ⌥ [⌫ ⌫ ⌫ controlling⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ controlling⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ flying⌫ ⌥ { remains⌫ ⌫  and make the plane follow 
the intentiosn.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ns.) It re⌫ ⌫ can redic⌫ rect the power automaticl⌫ ally after a loss of an engine.⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌘  x⌫  Fly-by-wire helped us defy the⌫ ⌫ ⌫ nature.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  c⌘  v↩  During the l⌫ fateful last minutes fo⌫ ⌫ of ⌘  c⌘  v, Suly⌫ ly⌥ �  ]s Airbus A320 was constantly  ⌥ - ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ -⌥  and how to comu⌫ ]⌫ municate⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ↩  TK C⌫ HCI and 47⌫ 47⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌘  v⌘  x⌘  v⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ created. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ never make any mistakes How do you communicate this comp⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ The engineering questions were su⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ e met with design questions: bil⌫ ⌫ ⌫ bi⌫ ⌫ now bilatar⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ileatera⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ s⌫ ⌫ - relationship?both-sided How do you deal when the airplane s⌫ disagrees with What do you do ⌫ ⌫  its pilot? How do you deal with the ?[2]↩  [2] ⌘  � ⌘  tair france 
447↩  ⌘  � The ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Just a few months after Sully dig⌫ t⌫ ⌫ ⌫ successfully dirtch⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ tched his air-⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ fly-by-wire airplane, Air ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the pilots of ⌘  � ⌘  � Air f⌫ France Flight 447 were ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ were ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � crashed into the Atn⌫ lantic Ocena⌫ ⌫ an. One of the ⌘  � ⌘  � findings They w⌫ flew Airbu⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  an Airbus A330, ⌘  � ⌘  tairbus a330↩  
⌘  w⌘  � a successor to Sully⌥ �  ]s A320, ⌫ ⌫ . ⌫  crew⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ The plane was⌫  with a more advanced air⌫ ⌫ ⌫ fly-by-wire system⌫  after recoverign the ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ y of the plane⌥ �  ]s black boxes a⌫ was the pilots confusion around modes ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the different modes of fl⌫ ⌫ their ⌫ ⌥ �  ]⌥ ↩  ⌫  com⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ s their comptuer cou⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ uter could operate in ⌫ , and the 
way the s⌫ fly-by-wire system communicates ⌫ ⌫ d its knowledge back to the cabin.⌘  x⌘  f[1]↩  ↩  ⌘  v⌘  f[1]↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ simplify a system that gets more and more complex with each plane new⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  harder and hard t⌫ ⌫ er to udn⌫ ⌫ nderstand⌫ helping out ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ him out by adjusting its glidepath, allowing the pilots to focus on engi⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
trying to restart the engine, and deciding where to land.↩  ⌫ ↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌘  x⌘  c⌘  v⌘  x, ⌘  v⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ↩  ↩  /↩  ↩  GRAVEYARD↩  ↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  xdouble⌘  x⌘  v⌘  s⎋  ⎋  welcomes Sully new ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  fram↩  ↩  ⌘  fapm↩  ↩  ⎋  ⌘  tairways 1549 ram↩  ⌘  frat↩  ↩  ↩  ⌘  fturbine⎋  ⌘  f[d]⎋  ⌘  tairways 1549 ram turbine↩  ⌘  fturbine↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  f1549⎋  ⌘  frat↩  ↩  ⌘  fturbine⎋  ⌘  � ⌘  f[2]↩  ⌘  g⌘  f[2]↩  ⌘  c↩  dsa⌫ ⌫ espite not being connected↩  ⌘  v↩  ⌘  x⌘  v⌫ 
becomes more⌫ their⌫  And so ththeare ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ are, f⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ are ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ are surrodu⌫ ⌫ unded by ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , equp⌫ ipped↩  But those ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Those kind of miduns⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ sunderstandings highlighted ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  the more complicated nature of communication between the human and the machine but they are, as a mate⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ lc⌫ uckily, rare. ⌫ And ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ And ⌫ d↩  everything went 
as planned.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the collaborationw ent⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  went as planned. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ DHis stick and his pdela⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ edals, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ direct the plane.⌫ d weren⌥ �  ]t connectd ⌫ ⌫ ed ⌫  ⌫ ⌘  x⌘  v↩  to the exterior ⌫ If hof the plane,↩  ⌫ ⌫ H⌘  zthe ilus⌫ ⌫ lusion was complete. ⌘  � ⌘  � We wouldn⌥ �  ]t know ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Hmight not have beenbut his control 
over the plane ⌫ , aguemnt⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ugmented by the computer's alrog⌫ ⌫ ⌫ gr⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ wisdom decades of flying ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ wisdom from other pilots now  ⌫ represented by computer alro⌫ ⌫ gorithms,  was complete⌫ ⌫ . ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  fhours↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  ⎋  ⌘  fhours⌘  c⌘  � his wisdom ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  experience ⌫ , distillg⌫ ed into ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  tairbus 4⌫ 320↩  ⌘  ffly by⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ wire↩  ↩  ↩  ↩  ⌘  fside-dtick⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ st⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ stick⎋  ⌘  tairbus 320 fly by wire computers↩  ⌘  f320⎋  ⌘  fcomputer⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g redundancy↩  ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  in its redundant computers.⌘  � ⌘  fredundant↩  ↩  ⎋  ⌘  � duplicated⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  �  And so, Sul⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  and plane const⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ airplane di⌫ esignersDuring his ⌘  V⌫ 4th flight hour, ⌘  � ⌘  �  aborted⌘  � ⌘  � he sat the plane on Hu⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t his wounded plane in Hudson River, and saved 
it.⌫ ⌫ //⌘  sThe fly-by-wire ⌘  � ⌘  tfly by wire↩               ⌘  � mecha⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ idea made↩  ↩  it to other devics ⌥ -⌥  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ es ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ,⌫ .⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ was extended to other places. It slowly started making its way toward cars, too, ⌘  � ⌘  tbraking control wik⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩    ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � applications⌘  � areas⌫ , most notably cars⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . Most notably, 
it was cars,⌫ , which started with ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  {⌘  }⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � anti-lock braking ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ , and ete⌫ ⌫ xtended towards d⌫ cruise control, automatic braking, and fully automated ⌫  driving.↩  ⌘  xAnd t⌫ to lead to⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  following with⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ed⌘  � ⌘  tcruise control wikipedia↩   ⌘  {⌘  }⌘  � ⌘  x⌘  v⌘  x ⌘  v⌫ parallel⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ assisten⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ssisted parr⌫ alle ⌫ l 
parking, automatic breaking, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ slowly inchign towards ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ng ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ towards ⌫ TShifts became Power Shifts. Carrieg⌫ ⌫ age ⌘  xShi⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  vReturns became Enters. ⌘  x⌫ the illusion of this connection was there. Sully⌥ �  ]s ⌫ s⌫  skills and direct ⌫ ni⌫ po ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ o longer allows⌘  s↩  ↩  ⌘  s↩  ↩  Coun⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Talking about countermeasures, I can⌥ �  ]t But speakingofhelp b⌫ but go back to the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ my favorite 
keylogger story of all time.⌘  s⌘  x⌘  v⌘  s⎋  ⌘  fcharges↩  ↩  TK resr⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  rewrite 90 yers⌫ ⌫ ars↩  in 1970s selecti⌫ rics were↩  ↩  invii⌫ sible↩  ⌫ even with inspection↩  masquerading as TV↩  miniature↩  ↩  where wa ⌫ s it?⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ n was it installed?↩  what did htey s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ they steal? leading to th enext⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ene⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ e next⌫ ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  tcrypto museum selectrir⌫ c bug↩  ⌘  =⌘  =⌘  � ↩  turn it off⌘  �  ⌘  � 
⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  putting it in the plaintext machines⌘  �           ⌘  � ↩  ↩  show an example↩  ⌫ countermeasure:↩  ↩  ge⌫ ⌫ smart:↩  4-bit ⌘  � ⌘  � but with etaonshr⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ inshru⌫ ldu⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  / linotype⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  qI⌫ ⌫ Se↩  American offices↩  embassies↩  ⌫ ↩  height of cold war↩  hyphen was safeHyphen?⌘  s⌘  fhyphen↩  ⌘  fstrok↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  fkey strok↩  ⌫ ⌘  g⌘  s⌘  fhyph↩  ↩  same as ⌫ � � � uc berkeley⌘  s↩  knew rhy⌫ ⌫ ⌫ theyd⌫ d'⌫ ⌫ d⌫ 'd be 
underestimated⌘  s⌘  fbug↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  x⌫ ⌘  x⌘  fplain↩  ⌘  g⌘  �  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  �  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g↩  � ⌘  v⌫ e⌫ g⌘  x⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x↩  /↩  ↩  ⌘  v↩  ⌘  x medium⌫ P⌘  z⌘  �  z↩  ↩  ⌫ ⌘  v↩  ⌫  ⌘  s⌘  x⌫ ⌘  v↩  ⌘  x↩  ⌘  v↩  ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  v↩  ⌘  x⌘  v↩  ↩  ⌘  s⌫  ⌘  � ⌘  fgunman⎋  ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  V / large, but hidden⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � , some detectors⌘  �  ⌘  � ↩  seen all across America⌥ �  ]s offices, and that extended to its embassies. ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - ⌘  � ⌘  � including embassies ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ es ⌫ ⌫  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
t⌫ y ⌘  x↩  ⌘  v18 hidden⌘  x↩  ⌘  v⌫ the ⌫ ⌫ . ⌫  and 1980s newer ⌫ ⌫ st models of . T⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , most dangerou⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ important of the⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ arguably most important of them all t⌫ ⌥ -⌥  the US ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ U.S. Embassy in Moscow at the height of the cold wra.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ar.↩  ↩   It utilized ⌘  � ⌘  � some 250 typewriters⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � 250 Selectircs al⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ rics alone in ⌘  x at the height of 
the Cold War, Russia.↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ .↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � In early 1983, the French alerted Americans about a new ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � type oif⌫ ⌫ f s⌫ Soviet surveillance device ⌘  � ⌘  � found in one of their teleprinters⌘  freview↩  ↩  rview⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ eview: do we know what a telet⌫ printer is?⌘  fteleprinter↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � . It was ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Amer⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ T⌫  THe ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � e⌫ he U.S. analysts o⌫ had a chacne to ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ nce to look at this device, and the sophistication ⌘  � ⌘  � and ingenuity of the device ⌘  � ⌘  � intellgice⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ igence of⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ its⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ made them ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ alarmed them ⌥ - it was much more impressive that previous Soviet efforts their ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ y knew about. It ⌘  salso made ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ The way it was made⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ put together also 
made Americans believe ⌘  sthis was ⌫ n⌘  ⌥ �  ]⌥ �  ]t a of⌫ ne off device.↩  ⌘  sAnd so, a major ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  NSA devices ⌫ ⌫ d ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ sed a ⌫  major plan to ⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ -⌫ , and that other devices like it might have made their way into Am⌫ ⌫ U.S. devices, too.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ equip,ent⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ment, too.⌘  ssurvel⌫ illance ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � eavesdropping⌘  c⌘  v 
put together an i⌫ ⌫ ⌫  programm⌫  to ⌘  � ⌘  � quietly remove all of the typewriters from the Moscow em⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  �  and telecommunications equipmentbassy, and replace⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  for examination, and replace them with devices known↩  At 250 typewriters it was no sla⌫ ⌫ mall feart ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t ⌥ -⌥  even finding a porto⌫ ion of those ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a ⌘  � ⌘  � to be ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ never⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ not to be tamp⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ have been tampered with.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ owing do a different voltage in Europe, it was⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ only 50 were found ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌘  � ⌘  � obrai⌫ ⌫ t⌫ aine⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ tained at such short notice ⌥ -⌥  and hte⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the immense popularity of Selctrics, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ectrics, and doing so without alerting the Soc⌫ viets was even ahrder⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ harder. ⌘  � 
⌘  � And⌫ ⌫ ⌫ There were more devices, too. ⌘  � ⌘  � All in all, ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � the cargo was delivered ⌘  � ⌘  � to the embar⌫ ssy Ad ⌫ ⌫ nd ⌫ tona  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  a regular Spring schedule,⌫ . ⌫ ⌫ , and ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ . ⌘  � ⌘  � Ten tons of new q⌫ equipment was hauled⌫ ⌫ ;/ ⌫ ⌫  ten into the em⌫ ⌫ E⌫ embassy, and t⌫ eleven tons out of it withour raisin⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t r⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t ras⌫ ising any evident suspicion.[5]↩  ↩  ↩  [5] ⌘  � ⌘  
� The Soviets shuts ⌫ ⌫  ⌘  � ⌘  felevator⎋  ⌘  � down the elevba⌫ ⌫ ator on the first day of arrivia⌫ ⌫ al, citing ⌥ [maintenance ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌥ [preventative maintenance,⌥ { so everythign ah⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ng had to be hauled by hand.↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � The ol⌫ ⌫ old and replacement cargo were all shipped with guards ⌘  � ⌘  � new⌫ ⌫ ⌫ as⌫ ⌫ s ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ as ⌫ ⎋  ⌫ ⌫  proteti⌫ ⌫ ction and in tamper-evident packaging, ⌘  � 
⌘  � and upon the e⌫ delivery ⌘  � ⌘  � to NSAreplacement⌫ , the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � a process of inspection started.↩  It⌫   took motnsh⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ nths. ⌘  x⌘  vAt oint⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ one point, the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the amount of X-ray film used was three times as much as Polarid was ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ oid as⌫ ⌫ was mk⌫ aking↩   for this one projectin a year.↩  ⌫ ⌫  The cipher ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � cipher machines↩  ↩   turned out to be u⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � safe, 
but ⌘  � ⌘  � on th eeve⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ e evening ⌘  � ⌘  � of ⌘  � ⌘  � July23⌫ ⌫  23, ⌘  � ⌘  � 1984, a technician ⌘  � ⌘  � found something suspicious o⌫ in one of the ⌘  � ⌘  � Selectirc⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ric power switches, and devices ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ cides to ⌘  � ⌘  � x-ray the whole machine.↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ x- scan ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � a power switch in s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ d ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � What they de⌫ iscovered on⌫ ⌫ was one fo⌫ ⌫ of the most impressive keyloggers ever 
made.↩  ⌘  s⌫  ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � The machine ⌥ -⌥  known as Selectric bug -⌫ ⌥ - keylog⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ devicequickly was as ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ↩  ⌘  V⌘  � ⌘  � big as teh cutt⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ e⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ mounted inside the typewriter and as small as the ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  ̀ ⌘  ̀ ⌘  o⌘  w⌘  o⌘  fsize↩  ⌘  -⌘  -⌘  � ↩  embarrassing⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  fwide↩  ⎋  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  � ⌘  tsleectric⌘  aselectric bug size↩  ⌘  w⌘  fwide⌘  atall↩  ↩  ⎋  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � cutting edge 
technology of 1970s allowed.⌘  x↩  ⌘  v↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  w⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  This was the first countem⌫ re⌫ measure: ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  tdefine coutne⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ntermeasure↩  ⌘  w⌘  � ⌫  even if the bug was relatively larg ⌫ e, it was built deep inside the machine Of course, countermeasures get ⌫  ⌫ s ⌫ ⌫  their countercountermeasures counter⌫ , so it became invislb⌫ ⌫ ible ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ was invisible un⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ effectively invisible to the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ unless you disassembled ⌫ in a ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ to a part that looked like a whole, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ knew what you were looi⌫ king for.↩  Selectric had ⌘  � ⌘  finterpos⎋  ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ As we talked about in Chatper TK⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ pter TK, Selectric had a system of ⌘  � ⌘  tselectric interposer↩  ⌘  finterposer⎋  ⌘  {⌘  }⌘  � metal bars called interposter⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
ers, that translated key pressed ⌫ ⌫ s ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ presses into the right orientation of the type ball. In the tampered⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ mofi⌫ ⌫ dified ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  Selectrics infested with a⌫ the bug, some of those interposers were swapped with one that ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ones that looked identical, but were m⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ were k⌫ heavily magnetized at their tip.↩  The bug itself named⌘  zwhich became 
had a few magen⌫ ⌫ netometers ⌫ , whcih⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ich deetcted⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ tected the presence or absencen⌫  of ⌘  � ⌘  � each bit, and compressed it even further. couldof the position⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ adva⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ position of each of the in⌫ ⌫ six ⌘  � ⌘  {⌘  � interposers. ⌫ ⌘  swas equipped with⌘  s↩  power supply / batteries⌘  s↩  mazny versi⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ny versions⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ That allowed the bug to know what was typed in 
wh⌫ ith rla⌫ ⌫ elative accurar⌫ cy. ⌫ ⌫ , and while Shift ⌫ , space and ⌘  � ⌘  � Return were [][S][]not ⌫ ⌫ .⌫ The ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  bThe S⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ The Selectircs ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ rics⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Selectric tried for rt⌫ ⌫ treason16 s wh⌫ ⌫ that were⌘  sdetected since they didn⌥ �  ]t cause interposers to me⌫ ove. ⌫ ⌫ , ⌫ ⌫ . Neither did [⌫ the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ [⌥ -], the hyphen key, since it was in the default position of the 
typeball. Of all the other keys, however, only [⌥ 0]⌫ ⌫ -], the kyp⌫ ⌫ ⌫ hyphen key, proved safe. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , being in the default position on the type ball.↩  ⌘  s⌫ , and not rq⌫ equiring any movement.↩  ⌘  sAll of the k⌫ other keys were stored in the very limited memory of the machine. ⌘  sThe Soviert⌫ ⌫ ts decided to compress the output↩  ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  V↩  ↩  Ded⌫ livery of "⌫ ⌘  c⌘  v Gadget⌫ ⌘  z⌘  z⌫ expected at the ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ in ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ at the Market⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ market (stall B-12) at ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ tomorrow at 12⌫ 1:00.↩  ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � delivery of ⌘  � ⌘  � '⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  V expectedgadget⌘  z at the market ⌘  � ⌘  � 8stall b-⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ b12⌘  � ⌘  � 9tomorrowat⌘  � ⌘  � 11/00.⌘  � ⌘  tselectidf⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ric keyboard↩  ⌘  � ↩  ↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ↩  ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ⌫ ⌫ But a↩  ↩  ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  {⌘  {⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ↩  dedibergom⌘  c⌘  v`⌫ ̀ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  z  ⌫ g⌫ ⌘  z`⌫ ̀ ⌫ ⌫ g⌘  zadget⌘  vej⌘  z⌫ 
jgectedatthemarbet8staddb129tomorromat11/00.⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ n⌫ an aluminium support bar⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  TK s⌫ describe sizeIf you imagine a messa⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ n original mesa⌫ sage looking like this:↩  ↩  ⌘  x⌘  v↩  ⌘  fuc berke↩  ⌘  g⌘  x⌘  gThe⌫ ree decades before the U⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ UC Berkely⌫ ey⌘  xThe device could intercept ⌘  x↩  ↩  ⌘  vthis.⌫ :⌫ owing to some techni⌫ ologieitehr ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ her ⌘  � ⌘  f4-bit⎋     ⌘  � ⌫ cal limitations, or as anotehr 
coun⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ herc⌫  countercountermeasure: less data transmission from the devicewent to a listening post nearby. n⌫ And keystrokes↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ so↩   means less ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ fewer ca⌫ hances to get caught⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ shorters.⌫  We don⌥ �  ]t know exactly how⌫ ⌫ ⌫ what ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ THe ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ he declassified NSA report leaves out the details of the compression, 
but we can imagine the Soviets would leave ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ leave the doesn⌥ �  ]t share ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ tmost common letters ⌥ - e ⌫ , t ⌫ , a ⌫ , oi⌫ , in⌫ , n, s, r⌫ h, r ⌥ - ⌘  i⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , ⌘  iwhich ⌘  iwe learned⌘  i about when we were meeting the Linotype ⌥ -an⌫ ⌫  and  ⌫ intact for t⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ would bundle the rest so⌫ ⌫ to save on ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ in grouops⌫ ⌫ ps⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ps. So⌫ ⌫ ⌫  For example, ⌘  id ⌘  iand ⌘  
il⌘  i would become ⌘  id. just And our⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  iAnd our ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ And our ⌘  x↩  ⌘  v⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t this point the message would look liek thi⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ le⌫ ⌫ ke this:⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ↩  It was ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Ready to be sent to a listening port nearby. n⌫ And this is where the genio⌫ us of the machine⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ device ⌫ ⌥ �  ]s constructors strike ⌫ s again: not only did the device send the ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the 
keystrokes in short bursts⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , focused burst, not only did the transmission overlap↩  ↩  ⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌫  / ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ sthe frequency of the nearby ⌫ '⌫ ;, focusedtelevision station, making it harder to detect; but the m⌫ device itself had a remote on and of f⌫ ⌫ f switch so taht ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ hat the Soviets could disable it when they dus⌫ ⌫ ⌫ suspected an inspection or ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  fsweep⎋  ⌘  fon off⎋  ⌘  fswitch⎋  ⌘  
g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⎋  ⌘  � ↩  And so, the keystrokes arrived, a⌫ unte⌫ ⌫ d⌫ te⌫ ⌫ detected↩  8 year.⌫ s., to a neea⌫ ar⌫ ⌫ ⌫ arby listening↩  french post, ready to be di⌫ ⌫ analyzed and turned int o⌫ ⌫ o (three decades before UC R⌫ Berkley⌫ ⌫ ⌫ eley report, Russians were already ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ using dictionaries or ⌘  � ⌘  �  likely ⌫  text⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  to turn ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ didn⌥ �  ]t have spellcheckers and training modules⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ back into readable computers with , but they likely had c⌫ dictionaries).↩  ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  f ⌫ 8 years⎋  ⌘  � It has ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ all of ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ All of this has been happening for at least 8 years, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ eight years, and if it wasn⌥ �  ]t for French intelligence ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ .⌫  in the embassy. not only it used the 
frame of the typewriter as na⌫ ⌫ an antenna;⌘  x⌘  x⌘  x⌘  V⌫ ve⌫ ⌫ dalerting the Americans of this idea, it might have been ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ might have been happening for longer. In total, 16 Selectric bugs were discovered in machines↩  After a longerinvestigation⌫ 5 more in the embassy in Moscow, and in the consule⌫ ate in Leningrad.⌫ ⌫ It was an embarrassment, ⌫ ⌫  to the↩  highlighting the lax 
procedures↩  and a⌫ that↩  underappreciation ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  lack of appreciation ot t⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ to the enemy↩  THe inge⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ he ingenuiity ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ty of Selectric bug matched the cleverness of the machine itself Seec⌫ ⌫ lectric, t⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , turnign it ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ng o⌫ it on its head and using it against it. This type of a bug would be impossible if the Selectric didn⌥ �  ]t take↩   to 
m⌫ create ⌘  x⌘  x⌘  x⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  x⌘  v⌘  z⌘  v⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌘  x⌘  x⌘  x⌘  x⌫ ⌘  x⌘  v↩  ⌫ [6] The official report of the analysis of the Selectric bug, and the Project GUNMAN ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ called⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ or the Porjec⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Project GUNMAN, tries to ⌘  � ⌘  � agency. ⌫ ⌫ , highklig⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ lighting the lax proces⌫ dures that allowed for the typewriters to be compromised. ⌫ ⌫  and that often ⌫  
deadly e⌫ culprit ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ flaw of many ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ that loses wars ⌥ - makes stronger ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌫  battles and⌫ ⌫ the lfor.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ causes to⌫ The Soviets ⌫  knew⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ epx⌫ ⌫ xpected it, and their own procedures⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ operating proecures↩  procedures⌘  � ⌘  �  wouldma⌫ ⌫  make a bug like this impossible. They also knew taht↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ hat↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ understood their enemy 
well ⌥ - ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ,⌫  ⌥ - they knew that me⌫ ⌫ Americans would filter the mains, so any power ⌘  fpower↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  z⌘  �  zline key logger was possible, ⌘  xMost importantly, ⌫ tinteret⌫ stingly to usa typebar and s⌫ disconnect it↩  Selectric flew by wire ⌥ -⌥  and Soviets watched it fly.from the key.⌫  It was never made clear ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ How and when did ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ were S⌫ S⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ did Selectric bug ⌫ s get installed was never found out. ⌘  x⌘  v↩  present it as a victory, but t⌫ some fo⌫ ⌫ of tis ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ its  d⌫ decl⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ declassigfi⌫ ⌫ ⌫ fied . Howefver, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ver,eumph⌫ ⌫ ⌫ pe⌫ hemisms ring hollow. As do setnences⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ntences like ⌫ ⌥ [⌫ ⌥ [ in the post-Snowden world.↩  ⌫ TK[6]⌘  x↩  ⌘  v⌘  f[↩  ↩  [X] here↩  ⌘  xThe extend⌫ t of the damage, a⌫ the keystrokes ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ and the keystrokes ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ information ⌘  � ⌘  � that was learned from looking at the , was never fully understood, or at least made public.⌘  x⌫ And tcaptured ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ trasm⌫ ⌫ nsmitted keystrokes⌫ ⌫  ⌫ [7] It⌥ �  ]s not that Americans didn⌥ �  ]t have its fi⌫ air share↩  . Some⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ In the 1960s, they installed a small camera inside a Xerox copier to capture ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ made 
copies while ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ photohrtp⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ grpah ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ aph⌫ ⌫ ⌫ raph the originals. A technician would visit the copier once in a while, and swap the fil.⌫ m.⌘  x of ⌫ theirinteresting ideas⌫ ⌫ imimpractical⌘  ⌃ $⌘  � ⌘   messa↩  Sometimes I write a sentence that feels like it ⌫ ⌥ �  ]s good enough to be in a book, and that w⌫ always feels great and keeps me going:↩  ⌘  v↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  
� ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ .but ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ; and they knew about the frequent ⌘  vinspections, so the device itself had a remote o⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ adio on and off switch.↩  ⌘  x⌫ remote⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  s⌫ in the me⌫ ⌫ embassy machines ⌘  sTneer ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ver ⌘  s[7]⌘  x↩  ⌘  v⌫ managed to ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  miniature⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  x⌘  f[x]↩  ⌘  g↩  ⌘  v⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s⌘  ftk my in↩  ⎋  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  Title: A select⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Sle⌫ ⌫ 
electric tried for treason⌘  b⌘  s⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  fflew by wire↩  ⌫  its⌫ ts creators⌘  sWand how ⌘  sThe Americans never learned ⌫ w⌫ ⌘  s⌫ And t⌘  z⌘  sSoviets ⌘  sby⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  sAnd that made me interested. ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � What does the actualk⌫  keylogger output look like? Not a trial ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ simple trial ⌘  s⌘  fspouse↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  fsuspic↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  c⌘  z⌘  �  z↩  ⌘  v↩  Not wanting to involve ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌥ {⌫ ,⌥ { I decided I would keylog 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  install a keylogger ⌫ ⌥ ; on⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  on my own computer.when you know wh⌫ ⌫ just dick ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌥ �  ]re aware ⌫ , hoping that ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ that I⌥ �  ]d forget ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ .⌫ you⌥ �  ]re being moi⌫ nitore,d ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ d, but a bo⌫ ⌫ ⌘  ibona fide⌘  i output over⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ log over an extended period of time?⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  
N⌘  s⌫ Afet⌫ ⌫ ter some searches, I⌘  s I c⌫ ⌫  could trust⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ing⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � []⌘  s⌫  ⌘  s⌘  fpress↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  �  g⌘  x⌫ ⌘  s⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s⌫ ⌘  c⌘  frespec⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ appreciate↩  ⎋  ⌘  g⌘  fappreci↩  ⌘  f[6]↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  s⎋  ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ?⌘  s⌘   8500/300⎋  ⎋  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ it⌘  s to circumvent a security measure⌘  s⌘  xalso ⌫ ⌫ Eventually ⌫ , my computer acquiesced and ⌫ ⌫ .I⌘  s⌫  any note of⌘  s⌫ ⌘  sit was ⌘  s⌫ ⌘  sdisconcertingly⌘  swas⌘  swas⌘  s⌫ 
,⌥ {⌘  s↩  This was fascinating. ⌫ ⌘  sabsent any and n⌫ ⌫ ⌘  sdidn⌥ �  ]t⌘  s⌫ ⌫  it all it⌘  sit⌘  s⌫ ,,⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌘  sjust ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s⌘  s⌫ ⌥ -⌘  smore than ⌘  sfifty⌘  s⌫ ⌘  x⌘  v⌘  s⌫ I⌘  sinto⌘  sitself ⌘  s,⌘  skey⌘  s⌫ ⌫ f ⌘  sparty⌘  s even ⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ or ⌘  sAnd py⌫ hysical wolr⌫ ⌫ rld ⌘  x⌘  z⌘  z⌘  x⌘  son  ⌫ in the f⌘  s⌫ (⌫ ⌫ ⌫ (⌫ ⌫ )⌘  ssight⌘  s⌫ ⌫ .⌫ partly c⌫ E,⌘  sthey⌘  sfor a computer t⌫  tons of ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s ratehr 
t⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ her than one⌘  s⌫ with hep⌫ lp of⌘  sregular ⌘  sone⌘  sa alser ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ laser microphone⌘  sfor⌘  srespond,gaming⌘  s the⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ specific⌫ ⌫ al⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ al⌘  s⌫  bying⌘  sn⌫ and ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ is knowledge⌘  sreconstruction.⌘  sthrough⌘  sanalyzingwith⌘  s⌫ se projects⌘  s)⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  stheb⌫  ⌘  s⌫ A k⌘  sthere ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - ⌘  sterribly⌘  s to make⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s⌫ ⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  swiftly ⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ most⌫ ⌫  and websites.⌘  
s⌫ ⌫ approacj⌘  s⌫ h⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a⌫  atop⌘  sbunch⌘  sspecial ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  tanti keylogger↩   ⌘  � Software⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Many software keylogger ⌫ s can↩  ↩  Hwad⌫ ⌫ a⌫ ⌫ ardware keyo⌫ lo⌫ oggers can be thwarted by locking your ocm⌫ ⌫ ⌫ computer, or periodically inspecting it ⌫  for unusual additionals.↩  ⌫ ⌫ be detected with help of specialized software 9⌫ (yes, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ anti-keyloggers),⌫ , and modern operating⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ computer operating systems make it hard ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ relatively hard to install ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ hader⌫ ⌫ ⌫ rder toin⌫  ⌫ i⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ mc⌫ uch harder to install it than it is to plug a little bug in the back ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  hardhave as⌫ ⌫ safeguards in place that make it hard to install it ⌥ -⌥  harder ⌫ , than⌫ t i⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ at least, that ⌫ ⌫ n it is ⌘  � ⌘  � 
to plug ⌫  of your ocmp⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ compuiter⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ter.↩  Microphones of either persuasion can be thwarted by blinds. ⌫ ⌫  ⌫ .↩  Microphones can be thwarted by so⌫ ⌫ sounds of audio keys or white noise ⌫ . Cameras by blinds.↩  ⌫ ⌫ ̀ `⌫ ⌫ ⌫  Power supplies⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ o⌫ lines can be filtered. Carbon ribbons ⌥ -⌥  destroyed.↩  ⌘  sThere is specialized sofwate⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ tware (anti-kel⌫ yloggers) that detects m⌫ ⌫ , 
even ones yet to be written, ⌫ one⌘  s⌘  x⌘  s⌫  ⌘  s ⌥ -⌘  s⌫ , and ⌫ ⌫ c⌫ ⌫ ⌘  sEven knowing there⌥ �  ]s a keyloger ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ger installed ofwhen keylogger is present, there are ways to mess with it. Adding su⌫ ⌫ unnecessary keystrokes and removing them with mouse One approach is a⌫ (which is invisible to man⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ).⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , invisible to the keylogger.often  later Some 
online banks ⌫ , instead of asking you Ao⌫ long the same lines ⌫ , someto type in your password, show an on-screen keyboard with an unusual layout, and ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫  ⌘  sask you to press⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t⌫ ⌥ [type⌥ {⌥  by clicking ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ using your mouse. ⌫ ⌫ . In this case ⌫ , s⌫ convenience ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  some convenience is t⌫ sa⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , sacrii⌫ ficing convenience for safety.⌘  x⌘  s⌘  xThere are other ways. ⌘  vturn-of-last-century ⌘  s⌫  ⌘  sA fingerprint ⌫ , your phone, or your iris can replace your password, althog⌫ ugh not without their own ⌘  fvisual↩  ↩  transparent typewriter⌘  s or a diagram of selectric with it⌘  s↩  verify:⌫ ⌘  s⌘  c⌘  � ↩  ⌘  v⌘  b⌘  b⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ↩  ⌘  v⌘  b⌘  � ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x↩  ↩  eslew⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ lsewhre⌫ ⌫ ere⌥ ;↩  ⌘  v⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌘  s⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌘  s⌘  x↩  ⌘  v⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  ̀ ⌘  � ⌘  bmany-⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘   scriven⌘  f⎋  ⌘  fsaved it↩  the of his careerSa⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Sally ⌘  s⌘  fcountermeas↩  issues. A phone call or in-person visit can take care of typing.⌘  s⌘  x⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � Another way is deliberate ⌫ ly revert to an older technology.↩  ⌘  x↩   ⌘  sing⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � pir⌫ ⌫ rint↩  ⌘  � After Edward Snowden⌘  fsnowden↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌥ �  ]s revelations, many ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � 
⌘  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ governe⌫ ments ⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  ̂  + typewriter can⌥ �  ]t save you.⌘  sfo ⌫ ⌫ o⌫ ⌫ of Germany ⌘  � Snowden:↩  ↩  Snowden:↩  ⌘  c⌘  � ⌫ ↩  So did Russia, ⌘  Vting⌫ ⌫ ⌫ .↩  ⌘  � ⌘  LSnowden:↩  transparent⌘  c⌘  v⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  tswintec transparent typeriters⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ writers↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  fswintec↩  ⎋  ⌘  cclear⎋  ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ . ⌫ ⌫  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � vied to return to typewriters. ⌘  � ⌘  �  some German politicians ⌫ pe⌫ leg⌫ dged⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � 
[Z]⌫ ⌫ 9]↩  ↩  0⌫ [9] ⌘  v⌘  z⌘  V,⌥ { ⌘  � ⌘  � responded ⌘  � ⌘  � one Democrato⌫  politican⌫ ⌫ ian to the ⌘  � ⌘  � surprised interviewed⌫ r. ⌥ [A,⌫ .⌥ {⌫ ,, p⌫ sound⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ sounds played constantly or soundpo⌫ rooofing.constant playback o⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  presses⌫ ⌫ s⌫ es o⌫ or whiten⌫  noise ⌥ -⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s⌫ an ⌫ ⌫  number of ⌫  machines around the same time.↩  ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � Typewriters are si⌫ ti⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ still find one ⌘  � ⌘  
� ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � curious use ⌥ - they ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ today ⌥ -⌥  they are distributed among inmates. They are guaren⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ranteed to not have any Internet connection or software capabilities.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , they cannot host any software ⌥ - and, with⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ in cases made of transparent p⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ cl⌫ ⌫ transaprent ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ parent cl⌫ ⌫ plastic, they can⌥ 
�  ]tr e⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ t even be used to host any contraband.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s, fi e⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ if extreme⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � Or at least, not in theory. For every measure there⌥ �  ]s a⌫ If f countermeasure, the ru⌫ ⌫ law o⌫ ⌫ ⌫ s⌫ ws of nature will ensure that every countermeasure meets its countercountermeasure. And ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ And this reminds me of m`⌫  ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - and a reminded ⌫ ⌫ r that even an old typewriter won⌥ �  ]t save you.⌘  x⌫ 
⌫ ⌘  x⌫ ⌘  f[5]↩  ⌘  g↩  ⌘  v⌘  sGerman ⌘  sconfirmed⌘  s⌘  f[9]↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  gwen⌫ ⌫ en⌘  z⌘  sTO⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s⌘  x⌫ ⌘  s⌘  c⌘  fwon⌥ �  ]t save you↩  ↩  ⌘  v↩  Of course, ⌘  x⌘  z⌘  x⌘  x⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Thta⌘  s⌫ ⌫ at⌘  skey ⌘  sthe program⌘  sflashed a⌘  sconfirmed thatit⌫ ⌫  it⌘  s⌫ s⌘  s⌫ ⌘  s⌫ ⌫ , with my ]⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ my words ⌫ ⌫  ⌘  s⌫ ⌫ is ⌘  s⌫  any mentions ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  sThe record⌘  sin addition⌘  sraw ⌘  suse⌫  the⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , and s⌘  s⌫ -⌘  s⌫ -⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ A⌫  A few of my⌘  s⌫ ⌘  
sautomatic⌘  s⌫ we⌘  sa ⌘  sand correcting ⌘  sempty⌘  sask for⌘  s↩  ⌫ L⌫ began⌘  smy↩  ↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ↩  ⌫ ⌫ C⌫ ⌫ ⌫ forto seesomewhat prepared⌫ (The conseuq⌫ ⌫ quences of these can be the⌫ ⌫ ⌫ dire, but  those industries are prepared, and there are always backups.) ⌘  sBut seeing my insecurity and personal ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ na ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ies and personal↩  not in what I type ⌫ , but in how I type. justalso ⌘  iity ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
v⌫  vulnerabilities ⌫ ⌫ , was a ⌫  as welldd⌫ ⌫ unnerving.↩  ⌘  sBut that was something on ⌫ ⌫ f a rele⌫ ⌫ velation. As I was writing this book, I started seeing t⌫ keyobards⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ my eyboard⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ keyboard in a ⌫ ⌫ different new lights. I saw it as a s⌫ tool. As an engineering ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  design object. As an engineering marvel. As a slide⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ce⌫ ⌫ ice ⌫ n fo ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ of 
affectionof tech ⌫ nology history. ⌘  sAs a bundle of hacks and ⌘  s⌫ compromises⌫ ,, and accidents.↩  Ho⌫ ⌫ iut⌫ ⌫ talso But I⌥ �  ]ve never seen it as a confidante.⌘  � ⌘  tdefine confidant↩  ⌘  � ⌫ ⌘  i The ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ My keyboard was not just a way to ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ for my thoughts to ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ to get my thoughts to the ot⌫ utside worls⌫ d ⌥ -⌥  it was↩  rewritinga crucial components ⌫ ⌫  in ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ part in ⌘  ishaping ⌘  ithose world.s⌫ ⌫ s. Just as early writers bemoaned o⌫ word processors and theyir ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ r⌫ ir↩  Seeing my mistakes infite⌫ ⌫ nite corrections as something that goes against i⌫ how they write ⌥ - ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ,  stuck to typewriters and ⌫ withrejectedwentwrote⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Ethoughts⌫ Some older ⌫ ⌫ .⌫ ⌫ . For me ⌘  c↩  ⌘  v⌥ [⌫ ⌥ { review after glass TTY⌘  s As ac o⌫ ⌫  ⌫ ⌫  
companion.⌫ , the keyboard allowing me to make mistakes ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  many mistakes an hour and forget about them.⌫ ,⌘  x↩  ⌘  v⌫  the moment after they were corrected, my⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Me? I coudl⌫ ⌫ ldn⌥ �  ]t imagine thinkign witho⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ng without⌥ - to ⌫ ⌫ .fixed⌫ Perhaps⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ It turns outalso And that⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  sIn the middle of January of ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  tweather in new york on 
15 january 2009↩  30 f in celsius↩  ⌘  w⌘  � cold ⌘  s⌫ ⌘  s⌘  x⌫ ⌘  v ⌫ ⌘  sforever imprinted in public consciousness, as well as a few books and, to date⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  at least one movie.⌘  x⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  tsully wikipedia↩  ⌘  wreview highest duty sully↩  ⌘  w⌘  w⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  twilll⌫ iam langewiesche↩  ⌘  � renowned ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � journalist and professs⌫ ional aviator⌫ ⌘  s⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - ⌘  s⌫ How⌘  sdisassembling⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ severing⌫ and instead f⌫ c⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌘  sa set of ⌘  s⌫  in equal measureand⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  felt, t⌫ ⌫ ,⌘  sThe of cu⌫ ⌫ surrendl⌫ ering control to  a⌫ ⌫ a mahc⌫ ⌫ chine⌘  sterm⌘  s⌫ ⌘  s⌫ ⌘  splane⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ aurpl⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ irplane⌘  sFly-by-wire system⌘  sredistribute⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - and . ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  Fly-by-wire gave us ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ resulted in , and yet ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ helped us get ⌫ ⌫ , high into 
the sky⌘  sr⌫ drones and ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ .⌘  sIt⌥ �  ]s both true. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ You fly an F16⌫ ⌫ -16 and it flies ⌫ It turns out, y you at the same time. ⌫ ⌘  s⌫ ⌫  the reality is even more complicated: ⌘  s.⌫ ,⌫ .⌫ ,⌘  sIt⌥ �  ]s true that m⌫ ⌫ , and⌘  sold ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ known the new ⌘  sexplain⌘  sUS Ari⌫ ⌫ irwas⌫ ys⌥ �  ] They were not deemed to be the cause t⌫ of the crash, but the c⌫ ⌫ y contributed to it.⌘  s⌫ ⌫  
directly ⌘  sAirbus⌘  s⌘  sidn⌫ ⌫ ndstur⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ustries⌘  s⌫ ⌫ t was also applied to⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ing ⌫ ⌫ ingand ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ : s⌘  sand ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  And the same happened to type⌫ ⌫ ⌫ keyboad.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ keyboards. ⌫ ⌫ ITa⌫ transition also ah⌫ ⌫ happened⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ; yo⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ never wavers⌘  sing⌘  sa⌘  a⌘  sonce ⌫ ⌫ once enjoyed by Linotype oep⌫ ⌫ perators⌘  x⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � TK⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ;⌘  sthat⌘  s⌫  keystroke⌘  salso s⌘  s,⌫ ⌘  s or 
obscured⌘  s⌘  i⌘  s even⌘  sby ⌘  s⌫ , but the keyboard wearing its new clothes as if it⌥ �  ]s always had them.⌘  sA k⌘  sn AAA battery⌘  s⌫ ⌘  zwill⌫ be ⌘  sdetached⌘  s tje⌫ ⌫ he more obvious one⌘  s⌫ ⌘  x⌘  v⌫ ever subpsec⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ specting it⌘  s⌫ ing ⌘  s⌫ ;⌫ mcould be, or↩  even personal surveillance, but the notion remains the same.⌘  sT⌘  s⌫ demanded⌘  s⌫ Deacdes ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ cades ⌫ b⌘  scancome⌘  s, find si⌫ uspicious patterns⌘  
s⌘  x⌘  ser⌫ ⌫ nerves⌘  sfeels⌘  s⌫  ⌘  sTheyou will encounter ⌘  s⌫ :⌘  s to ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ a different ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ fll⌫ oll⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ollows a different line of reasoning, thogh⌫ ⌫ ugh.⌘  ssome⌘  z⌘  sat least ⌘  salready ⌘  sor without ⌘  s⌫  or⌫ ⌫ or ethical.⌘  i⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  ̀ ⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  w⌘  }    ⌘  w⌘  }⌘  }⌘  }⌘  tcipav wikipedia↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � s⌫ ⌫ s the case of⌫ 
i⌫ ⌫ ingScarfo, somewhat familiar with encryption, ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  with computers, used↩  ↩  with one side↩  p⌫ and the other securityorsometimes ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ↩  We are still figuring it all out.⌘  x⌘  xan en⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ encryption⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ encrypted his communications ⌫ , so capturing the date ⌫ ⌫ a over the wire proved to be ineffective. Capturing↩  ↩  the keystrokes, 
however, allowwd⌫ ⌫ ed to capture th ep⌫ ⌫ ⌫ e ap⌫ ⌫ password and uncry⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ decry⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ get a hold of all the messages.⌘  x⌫ The keylogger evolved into something ⌫ ⌫  ,a⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , and the other thng⌫ ⌫ ingit shook the ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  V⌘  �   ⌘  � ↩  ↩  One side argued it ⌫ ⌥ �  ]s like ⌥ [⌘  � ⌘  � using an elephant ⌘  � ⌘  � to swat a fly⌥ {⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  V⌫ ⌘  scalled ⌘  sa more universal tool⌘  s ⌥ - a e⌫ keylogger captures a 
single ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ every single keystroke, after all. ⌘  � ⌘  � The other wanted to keep the tool⌥ �  ]s details secret to make it more effective.↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  x⌫ ⌘  x↩  In case you were wondering about the device⌥ �  ]s cere⌫ ⌫ ⌫ redentials, ⌘  v⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ Tjey]⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ It is[⌫ ⌫ ↩  ]⌫ ⌫ ]⌫  This ca⌫ ⌫ one could ⌫ ⌫ mere⌘  s⌘  c↩  ⌘  v⌘  xf ⌫ ⌫ If ⌘  x⌫ ⌥ �  ]s case was the keylogging highlight Amnd⌫ ⌫ ⌫ nd if⌫ , Edward Snowden⌥ 
�  ]s ⌘  � ⌘  tsnowden keylogger↩    ⌘  {⌘  � QWERTY legal ⌫  of the 20th century,dsi⌫ ⌫ isclosures in the early 21st one overshadowed it.⌘  x⌘  � ⌘  }⌘  }⌘  c⌘  �  One of the programs he leaked keyloggerswas discovre⌫ ⌫ ered in 14 countries. ⌫ ⌫ , and its name was simply⌥ ;⌥  QWERTY.⌫ ⌫ Both Magic Lantern an ⌫ d QWERTY were earlierThese twowere⌫ ⌫ s⌘  s⌫  an⌘  sor NSA ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ↩  promopt⌫ ⌫ ⌫ pting many convers⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
debates and court battles. ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  wa and can reveal much more information that i⌫ ⌫ ⌫ n intendedhe FBI ⌫ ↩  The cour⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ In this particular case, the courts sided with FBI, but this ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ e debate prompted⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ highlighted how important it is ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ hlighted the importance ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ c⌫  challenged⌫ s of ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ing⌫  ⌘  
xKeylogging can be used for a w⌫ few non-controversial uses ⌫ ⌫ find some ⌫ s: it can ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  testing software with people ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ with people⌥ �  ]s ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ h ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ new word processor pa⌫ ⌫ programs with approval, or researching how people write.⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ - but many others fall closer to putting nails ⌘  x⌘  x⌫ dangerous⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ 
⌫ eel much cin toilet seats a⌫ than preventing Nazis from ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ stealing Naiz sec⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ zi scret⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ecrt⌫ ets.⌫ ⌫ d ⌫ ⌫ s disclosureindustry,⌫  ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  ftk↩  ⌫ ⌘  ftelevision↩  ⌘  s⌘  ftk↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  fstroke↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  fvisual↩  ↩  ⌘  v⌘  zstroke counter ad?⌘  fstroke counter↩  ⌘  c⌘  fstroke counter↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  fkey pre↩  ⌫ ⌫ p⌘  g⌫ ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  s⌘  x↩  ↩  ⌘  v⌘  
s⌫ ⌘  x↩  ⌘  v⌘  x⌘  x⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s⌘  ftk↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌘  g⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , as negatives of letters⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  �  � ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the carbon that was transfered ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ red to paper left a perfectly visible outline of a letter on the ribbon⌘  sIn at⌘  s⌫ ⌘  s⌘  c⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  t⌘  v prison↩  ⌘  � ⌘  c⌘  �  ⌘  v↩  ⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s⌘  ftk↩  ⌫ ⌘  i⌘  s⌫ ↩  ⌫ ⌫ embedded⌘  shidden isn⌫ ⌫ nside⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  s⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ one whole piece⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  tthe 
oppso⌫ ⌫ osite of hollowed out↩  ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  w⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � filled⌘  sand ⌘  s⌘  ftk↩  ⌘  g⌘  g⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ {Q} ⌘  f[Z]↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ {Q}⌘  s⌘  f[z]↩  {Q}↩  changed⌘  s⌘  f[x]⎋  ⌘  f[x]↩  {P}⌘  g{P}⌘  s⌘  x It was a common feature.⌘  s⌘  f⎋  ⌘  f[78⌫ ]↩  {O}⌘  g[⌫ {O}⌘  s⌘  f[6]↩  {N}⌘  g{N}⌘  s⌘  f[5]↩  {M}⌘  g{M}⌘  f[9]↩  {L}⌘  s⌘  g{L}⌘  s⌘  f[h]↩  {K}⌘  s⌘  g{K} Even without access to key⌫ ⌫ ⌫ the keyboard ⌫ , a mouse can open o⌫ up a virtual, ⌫ ⌫  on-screen keyboard, and click 
individual letters. It will take a while, ⌫ ⌫ ↩  ⌫ ⌫ ⌫  ⌥ -⌥ 0 ⌫ ⌫  although that will take a while and be rather noticeable.⌫ ⌘  s⌘  f[g]↩  {J}⌘  s⌘  g{J}⌘  s⌘  f[f]↩  {I}⌘  s⌘  g{I}⌘  s⌘  f[e]↩  {H}⌘  s⌘  g{H}⌘  s⌘  f[d]↩  {G}⌫ ⌫ ⌫ {G}⌘  s⌘  g{G}⌘  s⌘  f[c]↩  {F}⌘  s⌘  g{F} ⌘  s⌘  � ⌘  � t⌫ True to the nature of the character, he used a⌫ ⌫ Mode⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ , rather than a Model M replacement.⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ generic Model M. 
⌫ ⌘  s⌘  f[b]↩  {E}⌘  s⌘  g{E}⌘  s⌘  f[a]↩  {D}⌘  s⌘  g{D}⌘  s⌘  f[2]↩  {C}⌘  s⌘  g⌘  f[2]↩  ↩  ⎋  ⌘  f[↩  ⌘  f⎋  ⌘  f[1]↩  ⌘  g{B}⌘  s⌘  f↩  {B}⌫ ⌫ ⌫ .{B}⌫ ⌘  f{B}↩  ⌘  x↩  {C} io⌫ ⌫ (missing)⌘  s⌘  f[0]↩  {A}⌘  s⌘  g{A}⌘  s⌫ ↩  ⌘  sshould⌘  s⌫ ⌘  s⌫ ⌫ de⌫ ⌫ ⌥ ;⌘  b⌫ ;⌫ ⌥ ;⌘  b⌫ ⌥ ;⌫ to v⌘  b⌘  b↩  to review⌥ ;↩  ⌘  bParisa↩  Matt↩  ⌘  x↩  ⌘  v⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌘  v⌫ ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ⌘  � ele* * *↩  ↩  selectric at the office went crazy↩   (Medium)⌘  s⌘  � ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  � s↩  ↩  ↩  ⌘  � ⌘  x⌘  � ⌘  V⌘  � ↩  ⌫ ↩  ⌘  x⌫ ⌫ ⌫ ⌘  x⌘  � 
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